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Chapter 1
Introduction
Synthetically engineered materials like composites show exceptional mechanical performance. Their mechanical ingenuity is a result of multiple components
working together. Each component within the material remains separate and
distinct and this crucial difference sets such composites apart from mixtures
and solid-solutions. Every distinct component has a particular function within
the material, and on the basis of their function, the components are classified
into two categories: (i) matrix and (ii) filler. The matrix component forms the
base material, and the filler is embedded into it. Together, the combination
of the matrix and filler, summons a unique synergy that paves the way for a
wide range of exotic material properties such as mechanical strength, thermoplasticity, bio-compatibility to name a few. The work presented in this thesis
is inspired by polymer-based composites, and the main theme is to investigate
their multi-component internal architecture and mechanical properties, using
numerical and analytical tools.
In this era of material revolution, established polymer-based composites
like fiberglass and memory foams have wide applications in the automotive,
aerospace, construction and sporting industries, since they are cost effective,
flexible and exhibit high strength. The biomedical field is an active user of
polymer-based composites. Researchers have found that certain kinds of polymeric materials are extremely durable and show very low toxicity towards human subjects. In a recent review about bio-active materials, Alizadeh-Osgouei
and coworkers [1] highlight polymer-ceramic composites as feasible replacements for bones in humans afflicted with bone-related conditions [1]. Polylactic acid (PLA) and its derivatives are suitable candidate for such applications.
PLA based composites show stress-shielding effects which reduce the need for
multiple surgeries, saving time, cost and discomfort.
Besides the polymer-ceramic combination, there are other types of composites that combine polymers with non-polymeric components. In this work, we
focus on novel materials that are purely based on polymers– both matrix and
fillers are composed of distinct polymer networks. Such multi-network materials, in particular the multi-network elastomers, were first reported by Ducrot
and coworkers [2] in 2014. These elastomers are elastic, rubber-like materials,
that are exceptionally stiff to external deformation and highly resilient to fracture. They have reinforced stiffness and toughness, with Young’s moduli up to
2
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4 MPa and fracture energies close to 9 kJ.m−2 .
A crucial parameter that is used to compare the mechanical behaviour
of synthetic polymeric materials is their fracture toughness. It is the energy
dissipated by the network over the course of the entire fracture process; in
practice it is computed as the area under the stress versus strain curve. In
comparison to multi-network kinds, single network elastomers, have fracture
energies that are much smaller. For single network varieties, experiments report
fracture energy values close to 50 J.m−2 . The exceptional mechanical behaviour
of multi-network elastomers is comparable to filled rubbers that is used in many
industrial and automobile applications.
Natural rubber is essentially a soft material, that breaks easily upon the
use of small amounts of force. One established way to improve its fracture
toughness is to use different foreign fillers, such as silica-based particles, carbon
black and carbon nanotubes [3]. Other strategies to improve toughness include
reversible crosslinks and domain transformations [4] that help to create energy dissipation mechanism during stretching. A significant energy dissipation
mechanism involves molecular friction, however, increasing the visco-elastic
character of the elastomer, works only over a limited range of temperature [5].
In this regard, Ducrot’s multi-network elastomers are novel. They do not
contain any foreign fillers and are able to dissipate energy during stretching,
by means of a overstretched sacrificial network. The material consists of multiple (often chemically identical) interpenetrated or covalently connected polymer networks. Without any foreign filler, the material is transparent and
widely useful in emerging fields of technology like stretchable electronics [6],
soft robotics [7] and self-healing biomedical implants. Most importantly, since
the reinforcement mechanism is dependant on the scission of sacrificial bonds
and not on increasing the visco-elastic character through molecular friction,
the mechanical improvements are not constrained by a limited temperature
range.
The synthesis of the elastomers is inspired by double network hydrogels.
Originally, hydrogels (like jello), are very soft materials that break easily. They
are almost entirely composed of water. However, Gong and coworkers formulated the multiple network strategy as a definite approach to toughen them [8].
The schematic in Figure 1.1 illustrates the multi-network concept, showing
the different components that make up the the bulk material. Multi-network
hydrogels are tougher than regular single network hydrogels, and Figure 1.1
shows an actual snapshot of a tough double network hydrogel subjected to
external deformation. Gong and coworkers were able to achieve both high
stretchability, and high energy dissipation during stretching. This was made
possible by the sacrificial first generation, an osmotically swollen polymer network that is highly crosslinked and diluted, and a coiled second generation– an
3
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Fig. 1.1 – Making soft behaviour tough by interpenetrating a rigid overloaded filler
network into a soft stretchable matrix. (Inset) Image of a double network
hydrogel from J.P. Gong’s lab. Image reproduced from [9] and [10] with
permissions.

unstressed concentrated long-chain polymer network that is loosely crosslinked.
The distinct differences between the polymer chain lengths, crosslink density
and stress-state of the constituent networks led to soft and tough hydrogels.
Even though the material contained almost 90 wt% of water, the behaviour
showcased exceptionally high fracture energies in the order of 102 to 103 J/m2 ,
whereas regular hydrogels are around 1 J/m2 . They are also relatively more
stiff (0.3 MPa) than regular hydrogels.
Chemically, double network hydrogels contain poly (2-acrylamide-2-methyl
pronane sulfonic acid) or PAMPS filler, that is embedded into a poly (acrylamide) or PAAm matrix. Nakajima and coworkers [11], showed that the fracture toughness of double network hydrogels improves when both networks are
covalently connected to each other. It is hypothesised that the inter-network
connections are important, as they allow strain transfer. We will address this
mechanism in more detail in this thesis.
The tough hydrogels have received a lot of attention, especially because
of the novel design of their internal structure, and synthesis protocol that introduces tensile pre-stresses into the PAMPS network. This multi-network
approach inspired Ducrot and coworkers to adapt this design strategy to make
tough elastomers– polymer networks without water. They synthesised a polymer generation, preconditioning it with stresses by swelling it and then polymerize a second network around it. Multiple iterations of the protocol leads to
multiple networks within one material. Additionally, the multi-network elastomers are also strain-stiffening. This behaviour is unprecedented in synthetic
materials. Only recently, Romera and coworkers [12] and Kouwer and cowork4
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Fig. 1.2 – This figure maps the location where the bonds break as a crack propagates. The right panel is intensity-colourised images of propagating cracks
on notched samples containing dioxetane crosslinkers in the first network,
showing the light emission due to the breakage of bonds in homocomposite samples. The vertical lines in the images are due to detector artefacts.
The schematic provides an insight into the sacrificial bond-breaking mechanism in front of the crack tip for the elastomers; first network is in blue
and other networks in red. Image reproduced from [2] with permission.

ers [13] have created synthetic hydrogels that exhibit rigidity that depends on
applied strain.
In this thesis, we will consider elastomers with two distinct polymer networks (we will call these two generations) that are individually synthesised
from methyl (MA) or ethyl acrylate (EA) monomers and then crosslinked with
a diacrylate (BDA) crosslinks.
Mechano-luminescence tests performed on multi-network elastomers have
helped to visualise and quantify the internal fracture in double network elastomers [14] during uniaxial strain tests. As a crack is allowed to propagate
through the material, the local damage is visualised. It is observed that the
pre-stressed network generation starts to break, while the unloaded network,
continues to hold the material together. Figure 1.2 sketches a double network
sample and indicates the concept of sacrificial bonds. The pre-stressed first
generation is indicated in blue and the second generation is indicated in red.
Extensive experiments have characterised the mechanical behaviour of the
elastomers, yet it is still not possible to predict the fracture toughness or the
large-strain mechanical properties of the elastomer directly from its structure.
Experiments by P. Millereau have shown, that by tuning the degree of swelling
(and thereby the tensile pre-stresses), the elastomers display a wide range of
mechanical toughness [15]. The graphs illustrate this observation in Figure 1.3.
Since the pre-stressed network is known to sacrifice itself in order to improve
the fracture toughness of the material, it acts as the so-called filler, following
5
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.3 – (a) The stress-strain behaviour of EA composites made from the same filler.
The colour corresponds to the number of polymerisation steps– single (in
black), double (in red), triple (in blue), quadruple (in green). (b) Young’s
modulus of elastomer as a function of the degree of filler pre-stretch. The
experiments were conducted by P. Millereau and coworkers and the image
reproduced from their publication [15].

the traditional composite lexicon. Hence, the pre-stressed network is often
referred to as a filler, even though it is essentially similar to the base network.
Independent works identify two crucial parameters: (i) the level of prestretching defined as λ = (Vtotal /VSN )1/3 , where Vtotal and VSN are the volume
of the final network and the first network respectively, and (ii) the volume
fraction φ = Vtotal /VSN [2, 15].
Our principal hypothesis is based on these parameters and it is as follows:
The in-homogeneous stresses within the polymer network enhance the toughness and rigidity of the elastomer. Also, it is well known that the structure of a
polymer network is the key to understanding its mechanical response [16, 17].
Thus, we numerically analyse the connections between network topology and
pre-stresses, in order to under the physical origin of toughness in the elastomers.

1.1 Network Topology and Self-Stresses
To study the mechanical response of polymer networks from a physical point
of view, we model them as spring networks in which the crosslinking points
serve as the nodes while springs represent the average mechanical effect of the
polymer strands. Following Maxwell [18], an important way to characterise
such spring networks is to count the constraints per node, and compare their
number to the number of degrees of freedom. Based on this, there are either
underconstrained, isostatic or overconstrained networks.
6
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It makes intuitive sense that adding more bonds to a system makes it more
rigid, and it also brings in the possibility that the network can bear more
stresses without any external loading. This idea has already being studied
in context of networks representing sphere packings near jamming. Both the
linear and the nonlinear behaviour of such networks are strongly influenced by
network structure, and the distance to the isostatic point governs a lot of their
behaviour [19–22].
Multi-network elastomers have a filler that is already preconditioned with
tensile stresses, thus our aim is to examine the mechanical response of finite
structures with in-homogeneous internal stresses. In this regard, we turn to
Calladine’s modification of Maxwell’s rule [23]. He analysed overconstrained
free-standing structures and concluded their bonds are allowed to be under
tensile or compressive forces, while maintaining force balance on each node.
Such system spanning sets of forces are called States of Self-Stress (SSS) and
they ensure that free-standing structures are mechanical stable. SSS have been
found in other physical systems as well. Since their introduction, many [24–26]
have looked into the influence of SSS on the mechanical response of networks.
Sussman and coworkers [27] provide the spatial organisation of SSS in elastic
networks derived from jammed system and S. Guest [25] presents a unifying
approach for the study of pre-stressed pin-jointed structures.
We see in Figure 1.3(a), the mechanical response of networks is sensitive to
the level of pre-stretching (λ). Thus, our first research theme is as follows:
(1) What is the effect of pre-stress on the linear and nonlinear
behaviour of two-dimensional networks, as they are deformed?

1.2 Mechanics of Multi-network Materials
In a review article, Creton [28] gives an overview of the approaches required to
synthesise soft and dynamic elastomer composites. From this article, it is clear
that, while single network rubber elasticity is well researched, multi-network
elastic composites still require separate attention. This is because they show
certain unprecedented mechanical features.
Many theoretical models attempt to describe damage in double network
hydrogels [29, 30]. Contemporary continuum and analytical theories explain
multi-network elastomer mechanics [31, 32]. Most of the contemporary research extends the original single network elastomer fracture theory by Lake
and Thomas [33], and the models show good agreement with the experiments.
X. Zhao and coworkers [34] too, present a two step damage propagation theory
on multi-network materials.
All the models consider homogeneous internal damage during uniaxial extension. However, there are experimental evidences that show the opposite.
Filled elastomers studied by Clough and coworkers [35] and multi-network elas7
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tomers investigated by Slootman [14] show that bonds break throughout the
material and there is no clear fracture plane. Secondly, most models do not
account for the in-homogeneous stress distributions between the generations
of network– which is a direct consequence of the material synthesis protocol.
Lavoie and coworkers [31] provide a separate model in which the polymer matrix and filler is modelled separately. We will discuss these models in more
detail in Chapter 2.
Another missing ingredient in the models are inter-network crosslinks that
connect the different polymer generations—intergenerational crosslinks (IGCs);
these play a crucial role in both hydrogels and elastomers. Higuchi and coworkers recently presented a coarse-grained molecular dynamics model for fracture
of hydrogels, where they establish provide some key findings (i) a low concentration of the first network is necessary for both the first and the second
network to exhibit their properties and (ii) a tense first network increases the
material stiffness [36].
We also realise that chain level details like bond breaking, length of chains,
crosslink distribution etc. are crucial to investigate the fracture toughness of
the multi-network elastomers, and coarse-grained molecular dynamics is an effective solution towards this. Contemporary experiments and theory indicates
that pre-stress and network topology are important factors that control the
toughness of multi-network materials. Thus, the second theme explored in this
thesis is:
(2) How does pre-stress and inter-network crosslinks influence
the large-strain fracture toughness of double network elastomers?

1.3 Outline of Thesis
Chapter 2 summarises the theory of polymers, rubber elasticity and the stateof-the-art models that describe damage propagation in (multi-network) materials like elastomers and gels. The remainder of the thesis is divided in two
distinct parts.
Part II contains the mechanical study of two-dimensional networks and
finite frames.
Chapter 3 is a brief discussion of the mathematical formulation that connects stress and deformation, and introduces criteria for rigidity for networks.
The chapter is concluded by applying these concepts to the disordered and
marginal Mikado networks.
Chapter 4 contains a new way to create free-standing finite frames in a
manner that allows precise control over its state of stress. With such control,
this chapters discusses numerical results that predict the linear and nonlinear
response of finite frames subject to simple shear, pure shear and compression
tests, as we tune the stress-state.
8
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Fig. 1.4 – We use coarse-grained MD to investigate mechanics of elastomers. We
intend to study uniaxial deformation in DN samples with periodic boundaries. This is an illustration of similar molecular simulations performed
by Makke and coworkers [37]. The panels from left to right represent:
(i) homogeneous deformation uniaxial, (ii) homogeneous deformation triaxial, (iii) boundary driven deformation uniaxial, and (iv) boundary driven
deformation triaxial. This image is reproduced with permission.

Part III contains two distinct three-dimensional models to initialise the
internal polymer architecture of double network elastomers, in order to perform
coarse-grained fracture simulations using molecular dynamics.
Chapter 5 presents a detailed model based on a modified self-avoiding random walks to generate Ducrot’s elastomer composites, and ways to tune their
mechanical toughness via intergenerational crosslinks.
Chapter 6 presents a generic algorithm to generate dense multi-network
systems and focus precisely on the factors like pre-stress and network connectivity on the toughness mechanism. Finally, Chapter 7 summarises the entire
thesis, lists the main conclusions and looks ahead to potential future work.

9

Chapter 2
Polymer theory and fracture models for soft
materials
This thesis intends to explore the mechanics of polymer-based materials with
internal network that is preconditioned with tensile and compressive stresses.
Before we delve into developing fresh models and discuss the results, it is
essential to present the physical setup that we have used to describe polymer
chains and networks, and subsequently their mechanical response.
In this chapter, we introduce the flexible chain description of polymers,
followed by a brief recap of elasticity theory that quantifies elastic response
of polymer networks (modelled as spring network) under different deformation
fields. The methods presented here are universally applicable to studying flexible polymers and is the base on which we develop our numerical models to
study the effect of pre-stress and network geometry in free-standing structures
and multi-network elastomers in Part II and Part III, respectively.

2.1 Polymer Models
Let us begin by revising a basic polymer model that can be found in the most
standard physics books. The following description of the model is adapted
from Ref. [38]. The polymeric materials discussed in this thesis can be well
represented by flexible polymer chains, which no bending constraints. They
are modelled as ideal chains that have no interactions between the monomers,
where each monomer is separated by bonds along the chain backbone.
2.1.1 The Freely-Jointed Chain
The freely-jointed chain model (FJC) assumes that the polymer is described by
a collection of N connected rigid rod of fixed length b. Each rod is free to have
any spatial orientation at any time, so there is no energy cost associated with
bending such a chain around any bond, at any given time. The rigid bonds are
t⃗i = ri − ri−1 .

(2.1)

As illustrated in Figure 2.1 the orientation vectors of bonds t̂i and t̂j , where
t⃗i
, are uncorrelated and ⟨t̂i ⋅ t̂j ⟩ = 0 for all i ≠ j. The end-to-end vector of
t̂i = ∣t∣
the FJC is the sum of all the bond vectors. Since, all the bond orientations
10
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f ẑ

ri

b t̂i
rN

r0
Fig. 2.1 – The FJC model contains identical freely hinged segments of length b. The
series of nodes (ri ) and edges is described using bond orientation vectors
t̂i . This illustration is adapted from [39].

are uncorrelated, the distance is zero.
N

⟨R0 ⟩ = ⟨∑ ti ⟩ = 0

(2.2)

i=1

However the mean square end-to-end distance has a non-zero average:
N

N

i=1
N N

i=1

⟨R02 ⟩ = ⟨∑ ti ⋅ ∑ tj ⟩
= ∑ ∑ ⟨ti ⋅ tj ⟩
i=1 j=1
N

N

N

= ∑ ∑ ⟨ti ⋅ tj ⟩ + ∑⟨ti ⋅ tj ⟩
i=1 i=1j≠i
2

i=1

= 0 + Nb
= N b2 .

(2.3)

FJC is the physical manifestation of an unbiased random walk process with
fixed step length. The mean squared end-to-end distance of a FJC scales with
the square root of the number of rods, the same behaviour as of the random
walk counterpart.
Suppose the chain is perturbed by applying a force on one of its end, while
keeping the other end fixed. One of the first questions that we seek to answer
is how does the end-to-end distance change? Or inversely, if we know the endto-end distance of a strained FJC, can we retrieve the force that acts on it? We
11
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start with the following reasoning: Every rod is free to move about, provided
that the distance between two neighbouring bonds is constant. Thus the chain
has many possible configurations, that it is free to explore. This collection of
possible configurations (the number of states) is ω. The entropy of the entire
chain is then:
S = kB T log ω.
(2.4)
and its free energy is;
F = U − T S.

(2.5)

Now, the probability that the chain is state where ends are separated by a
distance (R, R + dR) is:
P (R, N, b)dR =

ω(N, R)
.
∫ ω(N, R)dR

(2.6)

But the probability distribution function can be approximated by a Gaussian
distribution if the number of rods is large and the chain is far away from its
intextensibilty limit (R ≪ N b):
3

2
3
−3R2
P (R, N, b) = (
)
exp
(
).
2πN b2
2N b2

(2.7)

Thus using Eq (2.6), 2.7 and 2.5, the free energy can be written as:
R2
3
+ F(N, 0).
F(R) = kB T
2
N b2

(2.8)

Thus the force required to keep the ends of the flexible chain at distance R is:
f (R) = −

∂F(R)
3kB T
=(
) R.
∂R
N b2

(2.9)

The coefficient 3kB T /N b2 is the entropic spring constant of an ideal chain.
The elastic behaviour of the ideal chain is entropic in nature, hence the force
is proportional to the temperature T . A FJC becomes more rigid at higher
temperature, unlike most metals and ceramics which become softer at high
temperatures.
The approach just taken corresponds to a small force approximation. For
nonlinear force extension description, we can instead enquire by what average
distance the ends will be separated , when a constant force is acting on the
chain. Suppose the chain has its ends pulled apart by a force that acts along
the direction ẑ. The Gibbs free energy of this ensemble is:
G = −kB T ln Z
12
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The partition function can be calculated by integrating over all Boltzmann
weighted states:
N

Z = ∑ exp (−
i=0

ei
).
kB T

(2.11)

The partition function is useful as we can calculate the free energy from it.
Now, this chain is composed of multiple finite segments, thus Eq (2.11) can be
rewritten as a product of N identical integrals:
N

N

Z = ∏ ∫ dr̂j (exp f b ∑(t̂i ⋅ ẑ)) .
j=1

(2.12)

i=1

where t̂j describes the orientation of segment j. Solving Eq. (2.12) explicitly
gives:
N
4π sinh(f b/kB T )
Z=[
] .
(2.13)
f b/kB T
and finally:
⟨R⟩ = −

∂G
fb
= bN L (
).
∂f
kB T

(2.14)

with β = kB1T , L(α) = coth(α)− α1 , the well-known Langevin function. Inverting
Eq (2.14) to retrieve the force-extension relation in the Gibbs ensemble gives:
⟨f (R)⟩ =

kB T −1 R
L (
).
b
kB T

(2.15)

Derivation of Eq. (2.15) did not involve any simplification or approximations
to the FJC framework, and it describes the force-extension of behaviour of a
FJC for the entire range of applied forces. This opens a pathway for studying
the mechanical response of such freely jointed chains, especially when many of
them are connected to each other in a network. In a network configuration, the
chains are stretched by some amount, away from their individual rest lengths.
This leads to presence of inherent pre-stresses causing interesting and notable
aggregate effect, which we will see further in this thesis. Eq 2.15 enables us
to investigate the behaviour of FJC in limit of small and large forces. In the
small force limit we know that L−1 (x) ≃ x3 , we retrieve Eq. (2.9):
f =(

3kB T
) ⟨R(f )⟩.
N b2

(2.16)

In the opposite limit, for large extensional force f ≫ kB T /b, the Langevin has
a different limit:
1
L≈1− .
(2.17)
x
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Thus,
⟨f (R)⟩ = N b (1 −

kB T
).
fb

(2.18)

When large forces are applied to the chain, they lead to finite chain displacements, nearing full extension R ≈ N b. In a sense, at large forces, before a
chain actually raptures, it gets harder and harder to pull on it and overcome
the remaining degrees of freedom. This theoretical consequence plays a major
role in mechanical behaviour observed in the polymeric materials investigated
in this thesis, where their internal flexible polymer network are subjected to
extreme deformations. FJC is able to accurately predict the force extension
curve at small forces for flexible polymers. However, FJC is unable to capture
the behaviour of stiff polymers, with correlation between orientations of the
bonds. FJC is unable to do this because the model cannot incorporate chain
fluctuations below the length scale set by the Kuhn length-b, of each rod. A
different description, by the name of Worm-like Chain (WLC), is useful for
modelling the behaviour of stiff polymers. However, we will not discuss any
further about the WLC model since we do not use it in this work.
Until now, we have also described our chains as ideal. Another approach is
to describe them as real chains. In this alternate approach, the polymer segments have some preferential alignment with regard to each other. The characteristic ratio C∞ takes into account the correlation between the monomers.
The ratio depends on the monomer type and average flexibility or rigidity of
the bonds. The end-to-end distance of the chain is shorter than a fully extended chain, meaning that the chain can be retracted on itself. A real chain
explores the reduced conformations, that leads to a self-avoiding random walk.
2.1.2 Replacing Chains with Springs
When a force acts on a polymer chain, there is a physical displacement of the
two ends of the chain. In the low-force limit, the displacement is proportional
to the force applied, a behaviour that is also observed in a Hookean spring
when it is subjected to an external force. Hence, it is common practice to
replace polymer chains with Hookean springs. In the FJC model, entropic
elasticity governs the low force limit and the corresponding spring constant
can be extracted from Eq. (2.9):
kFJC =

3kB T
.
N b2

(2.19)

In the FJC model, there is no memory of the neighbour segment’s orientation. The equivalent Hookean spring, in FJC, with spring constant given in
Eq. (2.19), has a rest length l0 = 0.
14
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(a)

(b)

(c)

spring

Fig. 2.2 – (a) Linear polymer chains, (b) branched network with no crosslinks and
(c) crosslinked polymer network, where each chain segment is approximated by a hookean spring.

2.2 Polymer Networks
Multiple flexible polymer chains can be assembled into a network. A polymer network is an essential entity in this thesis, since the network geometry
and topology uncovers interesting mechanical behaviours of the bulk material.
Complexities like disorderedness and pre-stresses, are built into the network
models to analyse their behaviour during large strain tests. Polymer networks
have two kinds of structural disorder: (i) random connectivity due to the introduction of crosslinks, and (ii) a random topology due to the presence of
closed loops and entanglements caused by impenetrable polymer backbones.
This is shown in Figure 2.2. There are many multi-scale approaches to model
polymer networks [40], however we will use coarse-grained methods, as they
are computationally efficient and well suited to the micro structural scientific
investigation that we want to conduct.
Monte Carlo (MC) and Molecular Dynamics (MD) [41] are well established
methods to study the dynamics of polymer networks with a thermostat. MC
and MD are useful to conduct numerical experiments in both 2D and 3D. In
Part II, we focus on athermal networks. Some popular strategies to construct
two dimensional athermal networks, include: building the Voronoi diagram of
random distribution of seeds [42], constructing a random graph of a collection
of nodes [43], randomly deleting some bonds from a regular lattice [44, 45],
placing randomly directed segments at random positions in a box [16, 46–50].
In Part III, MD is extensively used for conducting extreme strain simulations
on multi-network polymer systems.
15
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.3 – (a) Affine and (b) nonaffine configuration of a sheared square. Simple
structures, like this, allow for nonaffine deformations as soon as spatial
order and symmetry is not considered.

2.3 Elasticity Theory
Having described some ways to construct representative architectures of physical polymer networks on a computer in Section 2.2, we turn to study their
mechanical properties as they are subjected to mechanical deformation. The
general framework to understand the theory of deformation is to create mathematical constructs with physical insights. Let us review some of these aspects.
A general deformation, in a mathematical sense, is a mapping of points R
from a reference space, x (belonging to the non-deformed system) to the target space- x′
x ↦ x′ (x) = R(x).
(2.20)
In case of no deformation, R(x) = x. The effective displacement of the points
from x to the deformed space is given by the displacement vector u:
u = x′ − x.

(2.21)

In case of very small deformations, the linearized form of R around the origin
O:
∂Ri (x)
Ri(x) ≈ Ri (O) + (
) xj .
(2.22)
∂xi
where R(O) is the uniform translation part of the deformation. Since, only
the actual deformations matter for our analyses, we subtract the uniform displacement part, and the summation for the repeated indices are implied. The
deformation tensor now appears from Eq. (2.22):
Λij (x) =

∂Ri (x)
∂ui
= δij +
≡ ηij .
∂xj
δxj

(2.23)

The tensor η is called the displacement gradient tensor. A transformation is
called affine when η is constant throughout the entire system, or it is known
16
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as nonaffine. Figure 2.3 visually illustrates the distinction between affine and
nonaffine type deformations. A constant deformation tensor leads to a true
linear mapping:
x ↦ x′ = Λ.
(2.24)
The nonlinear Lagrangian strain tensor:
uL =

F=

1 T
(Λ Λ − 1d ) .
2

(2.25)

1
1
3
3
∫ d Cijkl uij (x) ukl (x) = ∫ d σij (x) uij (x).
2
2

(2.26)

where σij (x) are components of the Cauchy stress tensor. In view of the
experiments it is difficult to obtain the individual stress components, rather
the bulk stress-strain relationship is the relevant quantity. The Cauchy stress
tensor σ C which calculates the force per unit area of a deformed object is:
σC =

1
∂f
⋅Λ⋅
⋅ ΛT .
det Λ
∂u

(2.27)

It is worthwhile to note here that det Λ = 1 corresponds to volume conserving
deformation like pure shear, while det Λ ≠ 1 in case of uniaxial extension or
compression. One example of deformation tensor Λ is for the well-known simple
shear deformation. This is deformation will be widely used in the next chapter
on finite frames. The matrix is as follows:
⎛1 0 γ ⎞
⎜0 1 0 ⎟
⎝0 0 1 ⎠

(2.28)

And the Cauchy stress tensor looks as follows:
⎛ 12 γ 2 ((γ 2 + 1)κ + 2(γ 2 + 2)µ)
1
σC =
σ I ⋅ ΛT = ⎜
0
⎜
det Λ
⎝
( κ2 + µ)γ 3 + µγ

0
γ2κ
2

0

( κ2 + µ)γ 3 + µγ ⎞
⎟
0
⎟
1 2
⎠
γ
(κ
+
2µ)
2

2.3.1 Numerical Method
Analytically determining the right spatial configuration orientation of a single
polymer chain is a tractable problem, but in case of a network there are usually
thousands of chains. Hence, the complexity increases tremendously. Quickly
it becomes an analytical nightmare, when trying to calculate the partition
function for randomly generated networks as the ones described in Section 2.2.
Numerical simulations are a handy way to solve such multivariate problems.
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The energy of a polymer network, having no bending interaction, with Hookean
spring approximations, can be written as:
0 2
(lij − lij
) ⎞
⎛Y
E= ∑
.
∑
0
lij
⎠
chains ⎝ 2 i,j,k

(2.29)

The Hamiltonian is expressed in terms of rest lengths of each individual segment. The Energy equation in compression matrix notation is as follows:
1
E(x) = x ⋅ A ⋅ x − b ⋅ x + c.
2

(2.30)

If the deformation is small, we can expand the energy around the non-deformed
state to retrieve the spatial configurations in the nonaffine model, and if the
deformation are finite, then we use schemes to solve for the minimum energy
state.
Hessian Matrix
In linear elastic theory, Eq. (2.30) is expanded around the equilibrium state.
The following matrix form is retrieved:
E ≈ δx ⋅ H ⋅ δx.

(2.31)

where H represents the Hessian matrix.
Hij =

∂2E
.
∂xi ∂xj

(2.32)

The Hessian is a sparsely filled matrix, which only has non-zero values when
nodes i and j, are connected to each other in the network. Matrix H is also
referred to as the dynamical matrix, and by analogy to Hooke’s law for a spring,
H is the spring constant for the entire network. Using the Hessian matrix we
will perform multiple calculations in Chapter 4. It is worthwhile to note that
the eigenvalues and their corresponding eigen vectors reveal the relaxation
process of the system that is deformed. The magnitude of the eigenvalues is
the stiffness of that eigen mode. The vectors provides the possible states in
which the network is after deformation.
2.3.2 Affine and Nonaffine Deformation
The polymer theory presented until now assumes that the deformation Λ applied to the boundaries of the system propagates uniformly throughout the
material. This means that we can calculate the target locations of the nodes
(x′ ) because the exact mapping R is well known. This is an affine deformation.
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Mathematically, this can be illustrated with an example. Suppose the system
is subjected to a simple shear deformation:
⎛1 0 γ ⎞
⎜0 1 0 ⎟
⎝0 0 1 ⎠

(2.33)

Then according to the mapping, we can exactly calculate the deformed positions using the mapping:
x ↦ x′ (x) = R(x)
(2.34)
Intuitively, one can think of a polymer placed in a box of size L, has a center of
mass at height h from the lower boundary. Then the simple shear deformation
will displace the center of mass by γh/L as the upper boundary is displaced
with γ. This reasoning applies well to structures that show spatial ordering
over length scales like crystalline structure, ensemble of Arruda-Boyce type of
unit cells [51, 52] and many more. However, in case of anistropic polymer networks, there is no preferential order. Flexible or stiff polymer networks that
do not show any spatial order or symmetry fall under the class of nonaffine
deformation [53–56]. Other systems with inherent structural anisotropy also
exhibit nonaffinity like polymer hydrogels [57, 58], ensembles of soft spherical
particles [59, 60], non-crystalline solids [61], supercooled liquids [62], LennardJones glasses [63] and even crystalline solids [64, 65]. This ubiquity of nonaffiness suggests that it is a norm in natural systems, and affine deformations is
just an assumption to make the math simpler. Nonaffine tendencies emerge in
systems because of their inherent inclination to explore spatial configurations
that correspond to the lowest free energy, given the constraints and internal
degrees of freedom. The description for general deformation is therefore:
x ↦ x′ = Λx + ∆(λ).

(2.35)

This description is adopted from Ref. [66], where ∆(λ) contains the information
about the nonaffine deformation of the nodes, with respect to an affine deformation. Softer response, in terms of the mechanical moduli is reported for the
systems undergoing nonaffine deformation– something that is also observed in
this research. Spatial configurations, otherwise unavailable via affine deformation modes is accessible via nonaffine routes. Multiple measures of nonaffinity
exists. When it comes to implementation, measuring nonaffinity amounts to
calculating deviations from an affine prediction. The averaged deviations is:
1
1
A(λ) = 2 ⟨∣∆i (λ)2 ∣⟩ = 2 Gµµ (x, x′ ; λ, λ).
(2.36)
λ
Λ
where the correlation function Gµµ (x, x′ ; λ, λ) = ⟨∆i,µ (λ)∆j,ν (λ′ )⟩ for every
point connected by a filament and λ and λ′ are two strain steps. In chapter 4
we use the measure to check for the nonaffine deformation of the frames.
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2.3.3 Rubber Elasticity
Until now, the discussion about elasticity did not include the influence of temperature. The entropic elasticity of the polymer strands is essential since it
enables a polymer network to regain its original state by reversing the deformation that was applied to it.
This phenomenon is known as rubber elasticity, and was first described
by Kuhn, Wall and Flory in their affine network model, details of which can
be found in Ref. [67]. As the name suggests, this model, assumes that each
network strand undergoes affine deformation. The projections of the end-toend vector of each polymer strand in the deformed state are as follows:
Rx = λx Rx,0 .

(2.37)

Ry = λx Ry,0 .

(2.38)

Rz = λx Rz,0 .

(2.39)

The strain energy density W of a crosslinked material can be estimated by the
sum of entropic elasticity of polymer chains. W is a function of the principle
stretches and the form is as follows:
W=

vx kB T 2
(λx + λ2y + λ2z − 3) .
2

(2.40)

Rubber-like materials are incompressible materials, which means that:
λ2x λ2y λ2z = 1.

(2.41)

When the network is deformed only along one of the axes, also known as
uniaxial extension, the nominal stress σ can be derived from the strain energy
density function described in Eq. (2.40):
1
λx = λy = √ , λz = λ
λ
1
σ = vx kB T (λ − 2 ) .
λ

(2.42)

The shear modulus is the coefficient that relates stress and the deformation.
G = vx kB T =

ρRT
.
Mx

(2.43)

where ρ is the network density, R is the gas constant and Mx is the average
molecular weight between crosslinks. Another important metric is the Young’s
modulus that is used to measure the stiffness of a material. It is defined as
follows:
Y = 2(1 + ν)G.
(2.44)
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The chains in a flexible polymer network is entangled around each other. At
small strains, the entanglement points act as temporary crosslink points. Stiffness can be estimated by sum of two contributions: first from crosslinks and
the second from entanglements. Rubinstein and Panyukov developed a sliptube model for nonlinear elasticity [38]. At small strains, Gaussian theories
are able to predict network behaviour but at large strains, the chains reach full
extension and the Gaussian treatment is not complete. The stiffening of an
individual chain is well described by Langevin function, but in case of stiffening
of an elastic material – the solutions are not very elegant. This was addressed
by Gent [68], who proposed an empirical model that takes into account the finite extensibility of polymer chain. It shows good agreement with experiments
as long as chain entanglements are not dominant. His prediction for nominal
stress is as follows:
(λ − λ12 )
σ = vx kB T
.
(2.45)
−3
)
(1 − JJ1m
where J1 is the first invariant and Jm is the maximum allowable value of J1 − 3.
J1 = λ2x + λ2y + λ2z .

(2.46)

2.4 The Lake-Thomas Model
Lake and Thomas developed the first model of fracture in highly elastic materials in 1967 [33]. This classical theory predicts the ideal fracture energy of
a crosslinked polymer network, Γ0 , taking into account the density of polymer chains on fracture surfaces (ρ), the bond disassociation energy of C-C
bonds (Ub ∶ 350 kJ.mol−1 ) and the average number of monomer units between
crosslinks, (n).
Γ0 = ρ Ub Nx .
(2.47)
Their prediction is that only polymer chains that lie in the path of the propagating crack, breaks. The chemical bonds fail and energy is stored elastically
with no hysteresis in the stress-strain curve. The approximate value of Γ0 ,
is suitable under ideal network assumptions without structural heterogeneity,
entanglement and imperfections. Previously from the affine network model, introduced in Section 2.3.3, it is known that density of chains crossing the plane
of the crack is:
1/2
ρ = vx ⟨R02 ⟩1/2 ≈ vx C∞
Nx1/2 b.
(2.48)
where vx is the density of crosslinks, R0 is the end-to-end distance, C∞ is the
characteristic ratio and b is the segment length. Eq. (2.48) and Eq. (2.47),
provides the estimate for the ideal fracture energy– Γ0 :
Γ0 =

Ub l d 1/2 1/2
C∞ N x .
M0
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where d is the monomer density and M0 is the molar mass of the monomer.
The model is useful for broadly two reason: (i) gives the correct order of
magnitude of Γ0 (1 − 10 J.m−2 ) and, (ii) it explains a non-intuitive trend that
a more crosslinked network is more brittle. From Eq. (2.49) it can be noted
that increasing the crosslink density has opposite effects– firstly, increasing the
crosslink density reduces the number of monomer-monomer bonds between
crosslinks, which decreases the fracture energy. But, alternatively, increasing
the crosslinks, increases the number of polymer chains that lie in the path of
the, which increases the fracture energy.
Only recently, S. Craig and coworker suggested adjustments to the LakeThomas model. While keeping all the same assumptions, they adjusted the
energy dissipated per chain scission. They replaced the bond dissociation energy with the energy stored per bond when the strand breaks (U ):
Γ0 = ρ U Nx .

(2.50)

Due to recent advancements to mechanochemistry, the estimation of U is more
feasible. They use single-molecule force spectroscopy experiments to quantify
the force-extension curves. The area under this force-extension of a representative elastically active strand is the energy required to break one strand in
a polymer network that is stretched. They estimate U = 60 kJ.mol−1 , which
is much lower than the typical carbon-carbon bond dissociation energy. The
model highlights the contributions of both entropic and enthalpic to U . The
entropic contribution is due to the chain stretching and enthalpic is from bond
distortion.
Current Limitations
The primary assumption of the Lake-Thomas model is that the fracture toughness of polymer networks corresponds to the energy necessary to fracture a
single layer of polymer chains. They predict at high temperatures, far from Tg
and low tearing rates. In these regimes, the viscous effects are minimized. In
1972, Gent and Schultz [69] proposed the fracture energy:
Γ = Γ0 (1 + f (v, T )).

(2.51)

the function f (v, T ) comes from the visco-elastic dissipation in the polymer
in front of the crack tip. Persson and coworkers theoretically estimate this
contribution from the linear visco-elastic properties of the polymer [5, 70].
Zhao and coworkers propose a different general expression of fracture, wherein
they highlight two elements (i) Γd : contribution from dissipation in the socalled process zone and (ii) Γ0 : contribution from breaking of the single layer
of polymers. Figure 2.4 illustrates the multiple zones described by Zhao and
coworkers in a material as the crack propagates during an uniaxial extension.
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Fig. 2.4 – (a) Rupturing of the chains along the crack plane, (b) the mechanical
energy dissipated by the loading and unloading of the material in the
process zone and (c) pullout of the fibers and fillers in the bridging zone.
Image reproduced with permission from [4].

2.5 Models for Damage of Multi-network Materials
A wide variety of models explain damage in multi-network materials such as
gels and elastomers. In a recent review article, Zhao [4] presents the strategies
for creating tough hydrogels. These strategies can also be extended to create
tough unfilled elastomers.
The multi-network elastomers by Ducrot and coworkers show characteristics such as the Mullins effect and Necking (illustrated in the stress-strain
curve in Figure 2.5). The Mullins effect [71] is a stretch dependent damage
mechanism– wherein multi-network elastomers only dissipate energy in the first
cycle. In subsequent cycles, they are very elastic and do not show an viscoelastic dissipation, which is common in traditional elastomers. The general
concept behind the necking phenomenon is that parts of the stretched bonds
in the pre-stressed first network breaks and fragments. The pieces reinforce the
remaining network, by acting as special topological constrains to the network
that remains intact.
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Fig. 2.5 – We show the stress-strain curve of double network elastomer with (both
networks composed of ethyl acrylate) with mechano-phores in them. The
red lines are the clamps and the blue lines are the boundary of the material
sample. The numbers on the pictures correspond to the state of stress and
strain in the sample as it is stretched. This image is adopted from [15]
under the CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 License.

The role of the pre-stretched network is very important to the bulk properties, and P. Millereau and coworkers [15] decoupled the degree of pre-stretch
(of the filler) from its dilution into the matrix. They emphasise that number of interpenetrating networks is not as important as the degree of prestretching. During experiments they observed that the toughness of different
multi-network elastomer samples subjected to uniaxial extension varies with
the degree of filler pre-stretch. The authors, conclude that strain-hardening is
also governed by the degree of pre-stretch of the filler. His work developed the
notion of the multi-network elastomers as molecular composites: with stiff and
continuous internal phase (filler) and a second phase that acts as a highly extensible but incompressible matrix. In other words, multi-network elastomers
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Fig. 2.6 – The polymer chain length distribution as a function of elastomer elongation. Reprinted with permission from [73]. Copyright © (2018) American
Chemical Society.

are similar to filled elastomers, where the pre-stretched network(s) is the filler
and the unloaded network(s) is the matrix.
A constitutive model by McMeeking and coworkers, explains that the strain
stiffening behaviour of elastomers can be attributed to the finite extensibility of
the pre-stretched chains. This model is phenomenological and requires multiple
fitting parameters to match the exact experimental results [32].
Lavoie and coworkers introduced a new and sophisticated continuum model
for progressive damage in elastomers, wherein the pre-stretched filler and matrix network(s) are treated separately with distinct models to capture their
unique properties. The fundamental physics of the polymer chains is directly
incorporated into the continuum model [31]. The pre-stretched network is
described as a poly-disperse network of breakable chains with nonlinear elasticity and the matrix network(s) is modelled using the generalised neo-Hookean
model [72]. This model agrees with the uniaxial extension and cyclic loading
results from P. Millereau, and all the parameters used in this method have
a physical interpretation that can explain the connections between structural
parameters and the bulk behaviour.
Vernerey and coworkers [73] propose a physics-based model that connects
the macroscopic mechanical response of the material to the statistical description of the configuration state of the chains in a network. They track the
statistics of the end-to-end chain distance during deformation. Damage is
modelled through scission of chains, and the failure criterion is set by a critical distance criterion. This model is a general setup that is useful to study
single network polymer-based materials like gels and elastomers, and extended
to study multi-network materials as well. In line with the previous models and
results, they also predict that the pre-stretched network carries the maximum
load and undergoes damage while the matrix networks are loaded and damaged
in very limited way. One of the main criticisms towards this method is that,
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it does not take into account the history of deformation in the sample, thus it
cannot be used to explain fatigue experiments.
A large variety of model describe damage in double network gels. Finite
element model by Zhao and coworkers attribute the enhancement of fracture
toughness in gels to the stiff sacrificial bonds in long stretchy polymers. The
most promising models that describe hierarchical damage in double network
gel is by Brown [29] and Tanaka [30].
Both the mechanical models that explain reinforcement in gels, while assuming that the damage originates at the crack tip. At a critical yield stress
the chains of the pre-stretched network breaks, and energy is dissipated during
this process which creates a damage zone. The fracture of the damage zone depends on the energy that is stored in it [28]. The difference between the models
by Tanaka and Brown, lies in the different approaches adopted by them to estimate the energy required to propagate a crack in the damaged network [74].
Even though these models are able to explain the observed behaviour, they are
unable to quantitatively predict or explain the onset of crack propagation.
Therefore, in-depth molecular models are necessary to study the structureproperty relationship in double network gels. In this regard, Higuchi and
coworkers [36] developed the first coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulation for uniaxial damage in hydrogels. Their model presents results about
the effect of chain-length and network structure on mechanical behaviour.
They find good qualitative agreement with the experiments and conclude that
(i) better mechanical properties are achieved with low concentration of highly
crosslinked pre-stretched network and unstressed matrix network. (ii) Young’s
modulus is determined by the pre-stretched network. They show that fracture of double network hydrogels is a hierarchical process, contradicting the
homogeneous damage argument.
Molecular dynamics is a versatile and promising tool that is used extensively
to explore the microscopic properties of polymer-based materials under myriad
conditions. In this thesis we develop molecular models using MD, to study
mechanical behaviour of double network elastomers. Let us review the main
concepts behind MD and the scope of application of this method.

2.6 Molecular Dynamics: Brief Overview
Molecular Dynamics is a numerical method, based on solving Newton’s equations of motion. This method allows simulation of time dependent behaviour
of many particle systems [75]. The first simulation written by Alder and Wainwright [76] was of the event-driven kind, studying the phase transition of hard
spheres. A few years later, the first time-driven MD simulation was developed
by Rahman who illustrated that by carefully selecting the potential acting between the particles, the method of Alder and Wainwrite can be extended to
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study liquids like Argon. Time-driven simulation, the kind that we use in this
thesis will be in from now preferred simply as MD or molecular dynamics.
In this form of MD, time is discretised and Newton’s equations of motions
are integrated numerically. Time-driven MD cannot simulate hard interactions
like discontinuous potentials. In the early days, simulations were limited to less
than 1000 particles for a few pico seconds. Due to continual development of
technology and effort of researchers, there has been a massive boost to the
applicability of simulations, studying systems with 105 to 106 atoms [77] for
longer time scales. MD can be applied to huge variety of systems such as lipids,
proteins, polymers, DNA crystals and soft matter to name a few. Many software packages exist with high performing and flexible MD implementation such
as GROMACS [78], LAMMPS [79], NAMD [80], HOOMD-blue [81]. During
the three-dimensional modelling of multi-network elastomers we use the open
source software LAMMPS, for our simulations.
2.6.1 Methodology
The basic principles governing MD arises from the definition of conservation of
force (F) acting on a particle. A MD program integrates, in time, the position
and velocities of N particles. Newton’s equations of motion for a particle i
in the d-dimensional space with canonical coordinates xi ∈ Rd is given by the
mi ẍi = ∇i U = Fi , where the dots indicate time derivatives and mi is the mass
of the particle and ∇i = ∂/∂(xi ) is the derivative with respect to only the positions of all the particles i. U is the potential energy landscape which contains
a classical description of the interaction between the atoms. The interactions
between the atoms can be defined by continuous potentials, that only depend
on the separation of the atoms. The potential is assumed to be additive, each
term individually describing one type of interaction. U can be split into two
types of interactions, one rising between atoms of the same molecule that are
bonded to each other via a covalent bond or hydrogen bond, second the interaction between the non-bonded particles which interaction through dispersion
(Van der Waals) and other mechanism. There are multiple special force fields
like CHARMM [82], AMBER [83] that are used to study many particle systems especially in biological systems. The equations of motion follow from the
Hamiltonian formalism, which is applied to the total energy of the particles.
Velocity vi = pi /mi is derived as an initial value problem for a set of initial
conditions, where pi is the particle’s momenta.
2.6.2 Calculating Particle Trajectory
The equations of motion are solved numerically, and this is done for all the
particles simultaneously. Symplectic integrators of the Verlet [84] type are the
most commonly used time integrators in MD, since they preserve the total
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energy of the ensemble of particles.
LAMMPS implements the velocity Verlet integrator that propagates the
position and velocities of all N particles from time n to time level n + 1 that
are a time span ∆t apart:
∆t n
F
2 i
∆t n+ 21
n
p
xn+1
=
x
+
i
i
mi i
∆t n+1
n+ 12
=
p
+
F
pn+1
i
i
2 i
n+ 12

pi

= pni +

(2.52)
(2.53)
(2.54)

The velocity Verlet scheme has excellent energy conservation schemes [85].
Simulations are performed in some volume V supplemented with boundary conditions. With periodic boundaries, the particles are able to cross one boundary
and they are immediately placed back in the simulation box on the other side.
Let take an example, where the square simulation box of length Lx . A particle
is at position x, then when is crosses the boundary: x > Lx , it would be placed
back at x − Lx . This mimics an infinitely large ensemble and reduces the edge
effects associated with the boundaries of the simulation volume.
2.6.3 Simulations at Constant Temperature and/or Pressure
A MD simulation with only the conservative forces is a simulation of the microcanonical ensemble [75]. They are called NVE simulations. The underlying
assumption is that the system is ergodic, hence the time averages of any measurement is similar to the ensemble average. In reality, however, is it near
impossible to conduct experiments which are completely isolated from the environment. Thus, to emulate real experiments, it is necessary to develop methods
that can allow the control of temperature and pressure in the simulation, hence
the equations above were augmented to create constant temperature (NVT),
or constant pressure and temperature (NPT) simulations. This bought about
the lexicon of thermostat and barostat, referring to algorithms that create the
simulations. More details about such algorithms can be found in Refs. [86–88].
2.6.4 Coarse-Graining Simulations
As indicated previously, MD techniques has been extended to study and make
predictions regarding a wide variety of structures especially macromolecules
containing millions of atoms. This leads to an enormous number of degrees
of freedom, that can span many orders of magnitude in time. Just consider
this time scale problem: atomic vibrations occur at femto second time scales
whereas changes in conformation of large macromolecules like proteins may
take between 1 µs to 1000 s. Polymer-based materials are damaged over mul28
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spring

θ

l

Fig. 2.7 – Cartoon of a bead-spring chain wherein each bead is connected by harmonic springs. The springs have rest length l, and the persistence length
of the chain is set by the bending stiffness, penalised by bending angle: θ.

tiple load cycles which last minutes. Biological systems like cell cultures grow
over minutes, hours or even days.
Hence, the question arises that how to study vast systems using molecular
dynamics? Studying such slow dynamic processes with the MD frame is only
possible via coarse-graining (CG) [89, 90].
In principle, CG methods represent a group of atoms as a single unit,
effectively eliminating the stiff degrees of freedom.
For example, the polymeric materials that we aim to investigate contain
long chains with large number of atoms. Coarse-graining methods are suitable
since they make the simulations computationally cheaper, without compromising on the physics-based insight that we want to gain about the structure and
mechanics of the material.
In Part III, the bead-spring representation is used to represent long freely
jointed chains, as shown in Figure 2.7. The mutual interactions between all
beads are given by the Weeks-Chandler-Anderson (WCA) potential and the
bonded beads interact with a harmonic potential [91].
σ 12
σ 6
UWCA (r) = 4 [( ) − ( ) ]
r
r

for r < 21/6 σ.

(2.55)

The bonded beads interact with harmonic potential:
UBOND = −k (l − l0 ).

(2.56)

where k is the bond stiffness, l is the initial length and l0 is the rest length of
the bond between two beads.
Solvent is a vital component in creating high quality MD simulations, however they add computational cost. This cost is eliminated in CG models by
adjusting the inter-particle potentials to account for the solvent effects. These
models are called implicit solvent or dry models, and they are considerable
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faster than regular CG models. Implicit models are best in situations, where
it is well known that the solvent interacts uniformly with the solute. Our
simulations do not account for solvent particles and we implicitly account for
the solvent interactions by using purely repulsive WCA potential, as mentioned
above. The chapters in Part III, discuss the specifics of the simulation protocol
in further detail.
There are many best practices, pitfalls and challenges in polymer theory
and simulations, which is carefully reviewed in Ref. [92], which we have found
as a useful reference during our simulations.
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II.
Mechanics of two-dimensional
disordered networks
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Chapter 3
Geometry and onset of rigidity in disordered
networks
This chapter summarises concepts like the Maxwell-Calladine theorem
and State of Self-Stress which is used to analyse the mechanical stability
of two-dimensional networks. Subsequently, these concepts are extended
to investigate the rigidity and mechanical behaviour of the Mikado model.

The contents of this chapter have been published as
Geometry and the onset of rigidity in a disordered network (2017)
Mathijs F. J. Vermeulen, Anwesha Bose, Cornelis Storm, and Wouter G. Ellenbroek
Physical Review E, 96 (5), 053003
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3.1 Introduction
Materials either synthetic or natural, have complex microscopic structure that
directly influence their mechanical behaviour. The internal structure can be
either ordered or anisotropic; and holds key insights about the true microscopic origin of its mechanics. Most polymer-based materials have disordered
microscale structure. The long polymer chains may or may not be crosslinked,
the chains maybe entangled that strongly restrict polymer chain conformations.
While mechanics of crystalline materials is rather well understood, given their
underlying symmetry, same cannot be said about the disordered materials. In
case of polymeric material, the non uniform internal structure makes it difficult to provide a uniform description about them. The chains, in most cases,
do not have a specific choice for orientation and the network is marginally
connected. Yet, such under connected structures show heterogeneous elastic
response [21, 93] and elastic moduli that is sensitive to applied stress [93].
Wyart and coworkers have conclusively shown that network architecture influences the behaviour of the bulk material [19]. Two structural properties that
actively influence the elasticity of disordered solids are their, (i) coordination
and (ii) internal stresses. Coordination is natural way to characterise disordered networks, in terms of average connectivity, ⟨z⟩, basically counting the
degrees of freedom of each constituent. Secondly, the internal stresses influence
the mechanical stability of the material and is also known to enhance rigidity.
This chapter introduces the tools that tie together the concepts of network
coordination and pre-stresses within the microscopic structure, also known as
states of self-stress. Furthermore, the chapter investigates the existence of
states of self-stress in the Mikado model, a sparsely connected 2D network
model used to study biological semi-flexible polymer and how topological selfstresses directly influence the onset of rigidity in disordered elastic networks.
We present an analytical framework to describe the suppression of network
floppiness and percolation of self-stresses through disordered networks.

3.2 Mechanical Stability Criterion
James Clerk Maxwell [18] proposed a counting argument on the rigidity of
central-force networks by considering a set of N sites in d dimensions, subject
to Nc constrains in form of bonds that connect these sites. A frame is stiff if
the distance between two points cannot be altered without changing the length
of one or more connections. He showed that for a stiff frame, the N sites and
Nc should be:
NB = dN − f (d).
(3.1)
d(d+1)

where, f (d) = 2 . In case of periodic boundary conditions (PBC), f (d) = d,
where d is the number of translation and rotation. The critical coordination
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3.1 – (a) has 6 sites, 7 bonds, 4 zero modes, and one mechanisms indicated by
the dotted bonds. (b) satisfies the Maxwell rule with only the three trivial
zero modes. (b) and (c) are constructed from (a) by adding an additional
diagonal bond. (b) satisfies the Maxwell rule with only the three trivial
zero modes. (c) has 4 zero modes and one state of self-stress indicated by
the arrows on the bonds in the left square.

B
number is defined as zC = 2N
N . The system is soft if, z < zC , however if,
z > zC then the frame is not. An intuitive formulation of this idea is best captured by the lexicon– overconstrained (z > zC ) and underconstrained (z < zC ).
Thorpe and coworkers investigate number of ways, given a system of nodes and
constraints, can be deformed with no cost in energy. This is equivalent to calculating the number of zero frequency modes or floppy modes [94]. In engineering
literature, floppy modes are referred to mechanism [23]. Two types of mechanisms can be distinguished: finite ones in which finite-amplitude displacements
of sites stretch no bonds and infinitesimal ones in which bond lengths do not
change to first order in the magnitude of displacements but do so to second
(or higher) order. This concept is illustrated in shown in Figure 3.2.

3.3 States of Self-Stress
The definitions in this chapter are adapted from the review article by Lubensky
and coworkers [26]. The Maxwell formulation does not apply to all networks.
It is crucial to take into account the topological nuances before calculating the
actual zero modes. For example, consider a frame with N = 6 sites and NB = 8.
It has one one floppy mode as shown in Figure 3.1(a). If an extra bond is
added like in Figure 3.1(b), this floppy mode is killed. However, if a bond is
put in the diagonal in the first square, the floppy mode still exists. According
to the Maxwell counting argument there is no floppy mode. The left square
has a redundant bond that is unnecessary for its rigidity. The left square has a
new and interesting feature: the outer bonds can be placed under compression
and the inner ones under tension such that the net force on all sites is zero.
This is a State of Self-Stress, which will be abbreviated as SSS in future use.
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1
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1

1
2

(a)

2
4
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2

3

3
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(b)

Fig. 3.2 – States of self-stress: (a) This frame with four sites (1-4) and four bonds.
The frame has 4 zero modes and one finite mechanism (shown in dashed
lines); (b) a frame in which the 4th bond (indicated in blue) is of length
equal to the sum of the lengths of bonds 1 to 3. Now there is a SSS
in which bond 4 is under compression (tension) and the other three are
under tension (compression). Both sites 2 and 3 can undergo infinitesimal
displacements without changing the length of any bonds, and there are
two infinitesimal mechanisms. This image has been adapted from [26].

Calladine [23] gave the modified Maxwell count:
N0 − NS = dN − NB .

(3.2)

This index theorem follows from the assumption of a linear relation between
site displacements and bond lengths, and it applies to only infinitesimal displacements i.e. it counts both finite and infinitesimal mechanisms but does not
identify which is which. A system with no floppy mode or any SSS is called
isostatic.
3.3.1 Equilibrium Matrix
In the absence of external forces, the equilibrium force at each site in a frame
is determined by the tensions in the bonds it shares with other sites. This is
true, whether or not the site is in mechanical equilibrium; if the force at a site
is nonzero, the mass at that site will accelerate according to Newtons laws. If
forces at sites arising from bond tensions are non zero, they can be balanced
by external loads to create an equilibrium situation in which the total force
on each site is zero. Clearly, in mechanical equilibrium, the external loads are
the negative of the forces at each site arising from bond tensions. For central
forces, the tension in a bond is parallel to the bond. Thus its direction is
specified by bond orientation, but its magnitude and sign can vary. Let F be
a vector in the dN -dimensional space, VF , of the d components of force at each
site on the lattice exerted by tensions in the bonds that terminate on it, and
let T be a vector in the NB -dimensional space, VT , the bond tensions, which
are scalars of either sign. External loads at sites are represented by the dN dimensional vector L. In equilibrium when sites do not accelerate (or move
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if there is external friction), L = −F . Since the relation between forces and
tensions is linear, there is a dN × dN dimensional matrix Q (with dN rows and
NB columns), called the equilibrium matrix, that maps VT to VF :
QT = −F = L.

(3.3)

where the final relation only applies in static situations. The null space or
kernel of Q, ker(Q) of dimension nullity(Q), is the set of all vectors mapped
to the zero vector. Any vector in the null space of Q represents a state of selfstress because it corresponds to tensions on a set of bonds for which the forces
on all sites are zero. Elongation of bonds are determined by the displacements
of the sites to which they are attached. The elongations of individual bonds
are necessarily parallel to bond vectors for central forces. Let U be the vector
in the dN -dimensional space of site displacements and E be a vector of bond
elongations in the NB space. C maps between site displacements and bond
elongations.
CU = E
(3.4)
The equilibrium and compatibility matrices are not independent but they are
the transpose of each other.
3.3.2 Dynamical Matrix
All the frames are ball-and-spring constructions. Each bond is occupied by a
spring following Hooke’s law whose energy is half its spring constant kb times
the square of its elongation. Let K be the NB × NB diagonal matrix of spring
constants, then the elastic energy of the lattice is:
1
1
Vel = E T kE = U T KU
2
2

(3.5)

K = QkQT = C T kC

(3.6)

where
K is the stiffness matrix. The dynamical matrix is therefore:
D=

1
K
m

(3.7)

3.4 Rigidity Percolation
Percolation, mathematically speaking, is the study of connectivity of random
graphs, as a function of the number of edges in the them. Consider a regular
lattice made of sites with z neighbours, where bonds are deposited with probability p. The question that is– if it is possible to transmit some quantity (scalar
or vector) across the graph. If it is possible, then the network is above the percolation threshold, pc for that quantity. If it is not, then the graph is below
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Fig. 3.3 – The simplest sub-graph on a triangular lattice which contain a redundant bond, marked by dashed line. Connectivity case (left) and rigidity
case (right). Image is adapted from [95].

the threshold, pc . Rigidity percolation is a more general problem, of which
connectivity percolation is a limiting case. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3.
Constraint-counting arguments, like the Maxwell Eq. (3.1), provide a good
starting point to analyse the problem. In d dimensions, point masses have d
degrees of freedom, when d = 1 it is the connectivity case. In the case when,
d ≠ 1, for N sites, the total degree of freedom F = N d degrees of freedom. Constraint counting suggests that each time an independent edge is added to the
network, the degrees of freedom (floppy modes) decreases, unless it is wasted
by putting it in a spot which is already rigid. A structure/set of bars and joints
is said to be rigid if there are no floppy modes. However, in random network,
below the critical coordination, there is a coexistence of floppy and overconstrained regions, with percolating rigidity [94]. In case of rigidity, the edges
are thought of as central force springs, meaning such clusters have restoring
force only in tensions or compression. At the heart of it, rigidity percolation is
the percolation of forces, introduced by adding bonds to sites already overconstrained. Combinatorial algorithms like the pebble game [96] provide way to
count the floppy modes without taking into account any topological happenstance, i.e. simply counting edges. Spatial arrangement of the graph is crucial
to rigidity of the overall structure. The kind of rigidity and connectivity percolation depends heavily on the kind of lattice under investigation. Percolation
a triangular lattice is second order which Bethe lattice shows first order transition [97]. Further details of ridigity percolation and applications can be found
in Ref. [95].
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3.5 Mikado Model
A popular method to generate semi-flexible polymer networks on a computer
is the Mikado model [24]. This model constitutes a new universality class
for rigidity percolation, with a lower rigidity exponent significantly lower than
the other continuum percolation models [98], and lattice models with bending
forces [99].
3.5.1 Network Generation
The method to generate energy minimum random polymer configuration is
inspired from the children’s game of throwing Mikado sticks on a surface. Many
sticks of a fixed length are placed randomly in a box of length L. At first a stick
is placed inside a periodic box, and then a second stick is placed. The second
may or may not intersect with the first one. This process is repeated until
the desired density is reached. Points where the sticks intersect are marked
as crosslink sites. The ends of sticks, not connected to any other stick or
boundary is clipped in order to avoid dangling ends. Multiple such Mikado
networks are generated to conduct our investigation and base our observations
on large samples. Hence, there is no preference for any particular network
geometry.
Previously in Chapter 2, we have described the freely-jointed chains that are
modelled by Hookean springs. Thus, the network composed of Mikado sticks
can be discretised as a collection of Hookean springs. The springs are connected
to each other by crosslinks. Any two connected crosslink sites now interact with
each other with a Hookean type interaction, and any group of three adjoining
crosslinks, as a part of the same chain, possess a bending rigidity. A Mikado
network gets the following Hamiltonian:
0 2
Θ2ijk
(lij − lij
) ⎞
⎛
Y
E= ∑ κ∑
+
.
∑
0
2 i,j,k
lij
⎠
chains ⎝ i,j,k lij + ljk

(3.8)

0
where lij is the length of segment ij linking nodes i and j, and lij
is the
rest length of this segment. Θijk is the angle between the segments ij and
jk, and the summation runs over all the triplets of connected nodes for the
angles and the doublets of the nodes connected along the same polymer for
the extensions. κ, the bending rigidity is connected to the modulus Y for
0
each spring as κij = Y /lij
. We can straight away make a direct matter-of-fact
observation that the higher bending to stretch ratio yield a more rigid response
(i.e. a higher shear moduli). The interaction between the bending parameter
κ and stretching parameter Y can lead to interesting features [49, 53, 100, 101]
It is important to realise that a network can become rigid only when it is able
to bear a load, indicating the emergence of SSS(s). In our work, the simulation
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Fig. 3.4 – A network, as initially generated with the Mikado method. The periodically repeated simulation area is outlined by the thick black boundary.
The average connectivity of this sample network is z = 3.6.

box is a square with side L during the Mikado procedure, but we will deform
the networks later by changing the shape of the periodic box using a simple
shear strain γ. A mean-field estimate for the number of nodes N in a Mikado
network consisting of Nsticks sticks of length Lstick follows straightforwardly
from the probability that two randomly placed sticks intersect and reads:
1 Nsticks Lstick 2
N ≃ ( )(
) .
π
L

(3.9)

In dense systems, the estimate works well, as each stick intersects with at least
two other. On an average, the network connectivity is as follows:
z =4−2

Nsticks
2π
L
≃4−
(
).
N
Nsticks Lstick

(3.10)

which illustrates that, although nodes in the middle of the sticks all have four
neighbours, the connectivity of the whole network is always below 4 because the
first and last nodes on each stick have fewer than four neighbours. According to
the Maxwell-Calladine counting argument Eq. (3.2), a Mikado network is under
connected. Simply employing the counting argument we can establish there
are many floppy modes (ν), however isolating the N0 and NSSS requires more
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effort. As long as the geometry of the network is completely generic, the pebble
game algorithm can be used to keep track of the redundant bonds [96, 102].
This algorithm is sensitive to local properties, while the Maxwell-Calladine
argument gives only global information. The pebble game is, however, still
topological in the sense that it takes as input only which node is connected to
which other nodes but is otherwise blind to geometric happenstance. Mikado
networks transition from soft to rigid upon deformation, and this transition
does not change their topology. This belies a geometric origin: Beyond the
critical strain, there is a state of self-stress that was not there earlier, even
though no bonds were created or destroyed during the deformation. Both the
Maxwell-Calladine count and the pebble game give the same result, below and
beyond the critical strain. The only way to reveal the actual floppy modes and
states of self-stress of these networks is therefore to use an algebraic analysis
that is sensitive to the geometric details underpinning the rigidity transition.
Maxwell-Calladine equation suggests that Mikado networks have an excess of
zero modes relative to their states of self-stress; ν ≈ Nsticks . To see this note
that in a Mikado network, most nodes have four bonds connecting to them
because they are the intersection of two lines, so that the number of bonds
should be N − b = 2N (dividing by 2 to avoid double counting). However, each
Mikado stick has two dangling ends which do not contribute to the network,
so nb = 2N − Nsticks (each dangling end corresponds to half a bond). Thus,
N0 − NSSS = Nsticks − 3. Alternatively, Ref. [103] points out that the addition of
each stick creates a floppy mode corresponding to the longitudinal displacement
of the new stick. In dilute networks, the actual tally of floppy modes can be a
bit lower than the number of sticks.
3.5.2 Connectivity and Rigidity
Our primary result is that unstrained Mikado networks do not have any states
of self-stress. To see this, consider what happens when a single Mikado stick
is added to an existing network, as sketched in Figure 3.5. This increases the
topological index ν ≡ N0 − NS , i.e. the left hand side of Eq. (3.2), by 1; the
newly added fiber adds µ (the number of previously present fibers it crosses;
in this example, 3) new nodes to the network and adds 2µ − 1 new springs.
Of these new springs, µ − 1 connect the new nodes, and the remaining µ new
springs connect previously existing nodes. The right-hand side of Eq. (3.2)
has therefore increased by 1. Thus, at least one zero mode has been created;
possibly, more have been created, but then these should be accompanied by
states of self-stress, ∆N0 = ∆NSSS +1. One new floppy mode is readily identified
and consists of an infinitesimal, coherent motion of the newly created nodes
as indicated in Figure 3.5. It turns out that ∆NSSS = 0 and thus that exactly
one floppy mode is created by adding a new stick. To see this, consider the
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Fig. 3.5 – The addition of a Mikado stick to an already existing network gives rise
to µ (in this example µ = 3) intersections and 2µ − 1 new springs. Turning
the intersection points into nodes before adding the springs that represent
the new stick creates a floppy mode at each new node, indicated with the
arrows. Adding the µ − 1 new springs couples these into a single floppy
mode.

force balance equations on any of the newly created nodes. Because the two
fibers that intersect at this node are both straight, these equations can be
decomposed into components along the fibers. First, the forces along the new
fiber must all be equal, and because the fiber has finite length (there is a
node with only two or three springs connecting to it at each end), they must
all be zero. More importantly, the forces in the two springs into which the
existing spring was divided are equal, so that nothing has changed about the
possible force networks on the existing network. The conclusion is that adding
a Mikado fiber to any network does not create any states of self-stress, and
adds precisely one floppy mode. By induction, a network that consists solely
of Mikado fibers does not have any states of self-stress and will, in general, not
support a mechanical load.
3.5.3 Strain Induced Rigidity
Large deformations, however, may rigidify a Mikado network: Without changing the network topology, a state of self-stress appears as seen in Figure 3.6.
We now explore how this happens, focusing on simple shear (other modes of
deformation such as global stretching will produce similar phenomena). As a
preliminary, we note that the critical shear strain γ ⋆ at which rigidity sets in
depends primarily on the coordination number of the network, becoming more
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Fig. 3.6 – The same network, shown in Figure. 3.4 after a simple shear strain of
γ = 0.12 has been applied (using Lees-Edwards boundary conditions [104]).
The network is now rigid, betrayed by a single, system-spanning state of
self-stress comprising extended (red) and compressed (green) segments.
Black segments are unstrained.

narrowly distributed as the system size increases. as the system size increases.
Figure 3.7 shows this distribution for a range of system sizes, keeping the
connectivity fixed at z = 3.6. Thus, the notion of a z-dependent critical strain
becomes tightly defined in the large-system-size limit of the Mikado model. Beyond this critical strain γ, since the boundaries are periodic (Lees-Edwards),
there can be no external forces on any of the nodes. Thus, the force network
comprising the stretched and compressed springs giving rise to the finite modulus represents a state of self-stress. We emphasize, again, that this state of
self-stress cannot be found by purely topological methods such as the pebble
game. Instead, we must directly compute the nontrivial solutions of QT = −F .
A reliable and numerically stable way to establish these is to use a singular
value decomposition [105, 106], decomposing the equilibrium matrix Q as:
Q = ASB †

(3.11)

where A(2N ×2N ) and B(NB ×NB ) are orthogonal matrices, the dagger denotes
the Hermitian conjugate, and S is (2N × NB ) rectangular diagonal matrix,
holding as its NB main-diagonal entries (Sii ), the so-called singular values si .
If any of those singular values is equal to zero, the corresponding column in
B † is in the kernel of the equilibrium matrix (Q) and thus a state of self-stress
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Fig. 3.7 – Probability density of the critical strain γ 2 ,the strain at which the network
acquires a modulus, for Mikado networks at z = 3.6 with a√
stick length of
0.57. System sizes are L = 1 (pluses), 2 (circles), 2 (stars), 2 2 (diamonds)
2
for decreasing distribution width. The inset
√ shows the average γ as a
function of connectivity z (calculated at L= 2).

of the system.

3.6 Discussion
We have shown that Mikado networks at creation do no possess any SSS.
However by applying external strain, a state of self-stress emerges and the
Mikado network becomes rigid. Of course, this event also coincides with the
emergence of a finite modulus. Across the ensemble of random networks we
generated, we have only ever seen a single state of self-stress being responsible
for the onset of rigidity. Moreover, this mode continues to be the sole mode
supporting the load for some range of strains; the second and third smallest
singular values remain nonzero well beyond the transition. Geometric rigidity
offers great advantages over architecture rigidity. These are materials that
are initially vanishingly soft and malleable; the application of a load makes
them rigid. There is an intimate connection between the critical SSS and the
strain that prompted it; the SSS induced by nonlinear simple shear brings a
relatively large modulus for simple shear. Shearing in another direction will
prompt enhanced resistance to that deformation. In other words, the material
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becomes resilient to the strain that prompted rigidity (but not necessarily
against other modes of deformation). Because tailored resilience may be coaxed
out of very sparse network geometries, protocols leveraging this effect may be
relevant to produce generic, lightweight architectures for predefined mechanical
performance.
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Chapter 4
Mechanics of overconstrained finite frames
We investigate the interplay between pre-stress and mechanical properties
in random elastic networks. To do this in a controlled fashion, we introduce an algorithm for creating random free-standing frames that support
exactly one state of self-stress. By multiplying all the bond tensions in
this state of self-stress by the same number—which with the appropriate
normalization corresponds to the physical pre-stress inside the frame—
we systematically evaluate the linear mechanical response of the frame
as a function of pre-stress. After proving that the mechanical moduli of
affinely deforming frames are rigourously independent of pre-stress, we
turn to non-affinely deforming frames. In such frames, pre-stress has a
profound effect on linear response: not only can it change the values of
the linear modulus—an effect we demonstrate to be related to a suppressive effect of pre-stress on non-affinity—but pre-stresses also generically
trigger bistable mechanical response. Thus, pre-stress can be leveraged
to both augment the mechanical response of network architectures on the
fly, and to actuate finite deformations. These control modalities may be
of use in the design of both novel responsive materials and soft actuators.

The contents of this chapter have been published as
Self-stresses control stiffness and stability in overconstrained disordered
networks (2019)
Anwesha Bose, Mathijs F. J. Vermeulen, Cornelis Storm, and Wouter G. Ellenbroek
Physical Review E, 99 (2), 023001
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The concept of mechanical metamaterials [107–109]—structures that inherit purposely targeted, non-standard mechanical response to stress or strain
from a particular spatial architecture, rather than from intrinsic properties
of the materials they are composed of—has gained massive traction over the
past decade. At macroscopic length scales, research into mechanical metamaterials has helped achieve, in systematic fashion, desirable properties such as
auxeticity [110–114], chirality [115, 116], (origami-like) deployability and actuation [117–122] and anomalously high strength in ultra-lightweight lattices
[123, 124]. The central and profound insight that has enabled these breakthroughs is, that the mechanical response of a generalized material is due
to combination of (i) the mechanical properties of its constituent(s), (ii) its
spatial architecture (i.e., its void distribution) and (iii) its mechanical preconditioning; the configuration of internal stresses that resides on the spatial
architecture. Each of these three factors may be targeted in design, but historically only (i) has been explored. Much of the current work in metamaterials
can be understood as the exploring of a design space that stretches out along
directions (ii) and (iii). These concepts are simultaneously, and in parallel,
finding their way into microscopic, molecular scale designs for polymeric matter where, likewise, they are allowing access to unusual mechanical response
that is difficult to attain in pure bulk matter. Hydrogels, in particular, have
proven to be a terrific canvass for exploring directions (ii) and (iii); harnessing
residual stresses, spatial composition and non covalent binding have yielded
materials that, through purely mechanical and geometrical effects, exhibit
greatly enhanced strength and toughness, structural adaptivity and recyclability [2, 8, 10, 125–128]. While the utility and successes of these microscopic
design approaches in soft materials are irrefutable, a crucial difference between
macroscopic and hydrogel metamaterials remains. Macroscopic materials are
meticulously organized in space (by direct design of the entire structure or a
unit cell), and can be loaded at will. Smart hydrogel architectures, in contrast, are microscopically disordered. It is, and will likely remain, impossible
to place the polymers at the well-specified positions and orientations typical
of macroscopic metamaterials. Yet, even these disordered polymeric materials
show similarly responsive properties. This raises the questions which of the
macroscopic design strategies—material choice, spatial architecture and mechanical preconditioning—may be implemented in disordered soft materials,
and how the anomalous mechanical response prevails in spite of the disorder.
In this paper, we address these questions for control modality (iii) mechanical preconditioning in disordered elastic networks. Our approach is rooted in
macroscopic tensegrities: architectures that are geometrically overconstrained
(i.e., that possess fewer degrees of freedom than they have constraints) and as
a result have one or more so-called states of self-stress (SSS) [23]. These SSS
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play a key role in determining mechanical response; previous work in physics
[24, 26, 27, 129–131] and mechanics [25, 132–134] links their existence to the
bulk rigidity of spring networks and granular packings. Even in networks in
which the actual self-stress is zero, the mere knowledge of which SSS the network geometrically allows can be used to compute elastic moduli [20, 26]. But
what happens to these moduli, and other mechanical properties, when the actual stresses are nonzero? Starting from a network with only one single SSS,
a continuum of geometrically indistinguishable network architectures can be
defined, differing only in the tension configuration along their bonds. The key
question now is whether, and if so how, the geometrically identical networks in
such a family of self-stressed states do differ mechanically. What, in short, is
the effect of engaging the SSS in overconstrained networks? This chapter is laid
out as follows. First, we recall the general framework of geometrical mechanics of frames. Then, we detail a method to generate disordered frames with
exactly one SSS and no floppy modes. This permits the cleanest discussion of
our central question, but may be generalized to frames possessing multiple SSS.
We describe, in general terms, the effect of SSS on the non-affinity and along
the way note that, within this model, self-stresses can not augment mechanical
moduli via affine deformation modes. Our disordered SSS frames generally do
not deform affinely, and the remainder of our paper details two main effects of
engaged pre-stresses on self-stressed disordered frames: they change the moduli, and at sufficiently high values can destabilize frames to produce various
types of bistability.

4.1 Maxwell-Calladine Count and States of Self-Stress
Following, largely, the conventions of [26] we define a frame to be a spatial
distribution of Ns point like nodes, connected by Nb bonds. Bonds are either
on the boundary, or they are internal to the frame. Any initial configuration of
the frame in d dimensions is geometrically completely specified by a length-dNs
s
vector X0 = {⃗
r0,i }N
i=1 containing all node positions. These initial node positions
define the initial lengths `0,k of the bonds—if bond k connects nodes i and j
then `0,k = ∣⃗
r0,j − r⃗0,i ∣, and we may collect all these initial lengths into a lengthN

b
Nb vector L0 = {`0,k }k=1
. Deformed states may now be defined in reference
to these initial configurations by specifying the vector of node displacements
Ns
δX = {δ⃗
ri }i=1
. With any deformation δX comes a set of bond length changes
Nb
δL = {δ`k }k=1 . To linear order in the bond displacements, δX and δL are
related through the Nb × dNs compatibility matrix QT :

δL = QT δX .

(4.1)

In general, each bond k in the frame carries a tension tk , directed (for central
force networks) along the bond unit vector n̂k . The tension is a signed scalar
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quantity, and in the following we adopt the convention that a positive value of
tk corresponds to a tensile force in bond k. That is, if tk is positive then bond k
pulls the two nodes it connects towards the middle of bond k. Similar to above,
b
we may collect all bond tensions into a single length-Nb vector T = {tk }N
k=1 .
The tensioned bonds exert forces on the nodes that they connect, that may be
computed as the vector sum of all the forces in these bonds. Again, these forces
Ns
constitute a length-dNs vector F = {f⃗i }i=1 . Node forces and the bond tensions
inhabit the same geometry that relates node positions and bond extensions,
and therefore are related to each other in similar fashion:
F = −QT ,

(4.2)

with Q the dNs × Nb equilibrium matrix, the transpose of the compatibility
matrix. For a finite frame to be at mechanical equilibrium, the net force on each
of its nodes must be zero: F = 0. Now, the null space of QT contains those node
displacements δX that do not result in any change in any of the bond lengths;
δL = 0. These displacements (which, in general, involve multiple or even all
nodes moving in concerted fashion) are called the zero modes of the frame. All
2D frames have at least 3 zero modes; the trivial 3 correspond to 2 translations
and a single rotation. Zero modes other than these three are called floppy
modes in the physics literature, and mechanisms in the mechanical literature.
They represent zero energy deformations of the frame. The dimension of the
null space of QT is thus the number of independent zero modes.
The null space of Q contains those tensions T that do not result in any
net force on any of the nodes; F = 0. Of course, these force balance equations
are always trivially solved by T = 0, but we will be interested in the nontrivial
solutions. Such configurations of nonzero bond tensions, which still give rise to
overall mechanical equilibrium are called states of self-stress (SSS). They may
arise for purely topological reasons, or because of special geometries that affect
the rank of Q such as crystalline order or strain-induced rearrangements [23,
96, 131, 135]. The original Maxwell counting argument [18] asserts that the
number of zero modes of the frame equals the number of degrees of freedom
(here, in d dimensions) minus the number of constraints imposed by the springs
(one per bond);
N0 = dNs − Nb .

(4.3)

However, since every state of self-stress represents a redundant connection
in the system, the number of SSS must be subtracted from the number of bonds
which leads to the modified, Calladine-Maxwell count
N0 = dNs − (Nb − Nss ) .
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Calling ν = dim ker QT −dim ker Q the index of Q (and noting that, as explained
above, ν = N0 − Nss ) we obtain the general Calladine-Maxwell ’index theorem’
[26]
ν = dNs − Nb .

(4.5)

We call a frame rigid when it has no zero modes other than the three trivial
ones; N0 = 3.
Focusing for a moment on the SSS, let us suppose that a given frame has
a single state of self-stress; that is, the dimension of the solution space of the
equation Q T = 0 is one. We are then free to choose a basis vector Tss =
(tss,1 , tss,2 , . . . , tss,Nb ) for this Kernel space in any way we like. As soon as we
do, a continuous family of possible self-stresses may be defined through a scalar
parameter α—obviously any vector αTss is also an admissible, equilibrium SSS
of the exact same frame but at a different self-stress. This degeneracy is at
the heart of our present paper: we will ask how the mechanical properties
change as we change the self-stress in geometrically identical frames. To fix the
normalization, we choose our reference basis vector such that that the actual
bond tensions in the network may be written as tk = Πtss,k , where Π = − 21 Tr(σ)
(with σ the Cauchy stress tensor) is the pressure carried by the boundary bonds
of the frame. In practice, this means that we normalize Tss such that the sum of
the four boundary tensions satisfies tss,1 +tss,2 +tss,3 +tss,4 = −2. This choice also
facilitates comparisons between free-standing frames and osmotically swollen
periodic frames with the same internal bond geometry and bond forces.
So far, we have discussed the mechanics of frames in entirely geometrical
terms. Generally, an elastic “constitutive relation” relates the bond extensions
and the bond tensions. In most of the following, we will assume that the
tension of a single bond, stretched to a length `k and with a rest length `eq,k
is given by
Y
(`k − `eq,k ) ,
tk =
(4.6)
`eq,k
with Y a force scale that, if one imagines constructing the frame out of beams
made from a linearly elastic material, can be interpreted as the the Young’s
modulus of that material times the cross-sectional area of the beams. Note the
sign convention, a stretched bond has a positive tk and pulls its nodes towards
its middle. The above implies that the elastic energy εk of a single stretched
bond is
Y
εk =
(`k − `eq,k )2 .
(4.7)
2`eq,k
Summing over all bonds and using Eq. (4.1), this gives the total elastic energy
of the frame deformed relative to a force-balanced reference configuration, in
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4.1 – (a) A simple network with single SS state, (b) Edge splitting moves on
frame (c) Anisotropic frame network with compressed (yellow) and tensile
(gray) bonds under free-standing conditions. The stressed bonds represent
the state of self-stress.

terms of the node displacements δX. For small δX, this may be written (summing over repeated indices) as
1
E(δX) = E(0) + δXi (H)ij δX⊺j .
2

(4.8)

The elements of the stiffness matrix or Hessian H are then defined by Hij ≡
∂2E
∂δXi ∂δXj and encode the rigidity of the frame against general deformations. In
particular, negative eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix signal mechanical instabilities, since the corresponding eigenvector defines a direction of decreasing
energy in Eq. (4.8); deformations in that direction happen spontaneously. For
stress-free initial configurations, H can be written as H = QKQT [20], with
K a diagonal matrix encoding the stiffnesses Y /`eq,k , but we will use it in its
full form, so that we can use Eq. (4.8) to establish stability boundaries in
pre-stressed frames.

4.2 Generation and Mechanical Analysis of Frames
We model inhomogeneously stressed materials using spring networks with explicit boundaries, which we call free-standing frames. In absence of external
pre-loading, the total stress in these frames is zero, unlike periodic systems
where the fixed shape and size of the periodic unit cell can induce pre-stress.
Self-stresses are therefore the only pre-stress in these systems, and for general networks the actual self-stress is some nonzero linear combination of the
states of self-stress (SSSs) of the system. To keep things tractable, we focus
on frames with a single SSS, ranging from Snelson’s X, the canonical square
with Ns = 5 nodes connected by Nb = 8 bonds shown in Figure 4.1(a) [136], to
more complex networks such as that shown in Figure 4.1(c). The entire family
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of free-standing frames is constructed such that they do not have any floppy
modes and they obey 2Ns − Nb = 2, so that according to Eq. (4.5) they are
guaranteed to have exactly one state of self-stress. We set the size of these
frames to 1 × 1, fixing our unit of length. No other length scales are involved
in the definition of the frames, as the average bond length will simply be a
function of the number of nodes.
The procedure to generate the more complex frames such that they are still
guaranteed to possess exactly one state of self-stress is a repeated application
of a modification known as the bond splitting Henneberg moves [137]. As
illustrated in Figure 4.1(b), the move amounts to adding a node in an existing
bond and connecting this node to another existing node. At the same time,
the geometry of the network is kept as generic as possible by displacing the
newly added node such that the two halves of the bond it split are no longer
collinear. This procedure trivially conserves the difference N0 − Nsss because it
adds two degrees of freedom as well as two constraints. Furthermore, as long
as the three bonds of the newly created node all point in different directions,
N0 and Nsss are individually conserved. In order to keep the distribution of
bond lengths narrow, we iteratively apply this procedure to the longest bond
in the network. Figure 4.1(c) shows an example of a result of this procedure
after 14 iterations. By construction, this frame has one state of self-stress and
no floppy modes. The coordination number of the frame after n iterations
is z = 2Nb /Ns = (16 + 4n)/(5 + n): The average number of bonds per node
increases with each iteration and asymptotically approaches the isostatic limit
z = 4. These finite frames serve as a convenient template to conduct our
numerical calculations to study the mechanical response.
To isolate the effect of the pre-stress on the mechanical response, we analyze
our frames as spring networks with a fixed geometry, varying the rest lengths
`eq of the springs in order to tune the amount of pre-stress, parametrized by the
boundary-bond pressure Π. The fixed geometry is specified via the positions
of the nodes, which set the initial lengths `0 of the springs. Now, the initial
tensions in the frame are no longer zero and Hooke’s law (Eq. 4.6) gives
Π tss,i =

Y
(`0,i − `eq,i ) ,
`eq,i

(4.9)

from which, for each spring i, the rest lengths `eq,i can be determined as a
function of pre-stress Π. In the rest of the paper, we fix the arbitrary overall
force scale by setting Y = 1. Requiring that Eq. (4.9) has a positive solution
for `eq,i implies a constraint Πtss,i > −1, which gives a lower (upper) bound on
Π via bonds for which tss,i is positive (negative). The equilibrium length of
bond i will diverge as these bounds are approached. We restrict our analysis
of these frames to values of Π that fall within the physically accessible range
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of pre-stresses
Πmin < Π < Πmax

(4.10)

with
Πmin =

−1
−1
, Πmax =
.
maxi (tss,i ∣tss,i > 0)
mini (tss,i ∣tss,i < 0)

(4.11)

The total energy stored in the frame now depends on the magnitude of the prestress Π, via the extension of the springs in the undeformed state `0,i −`eq,i , and
on any subsequent deformations which change the lengths of the springs further
by an amount δ`i . Summing the harmonic spring energy over all springs, we
obtain
1 Nb
1
E(Π) = ∑ (
) (`0,i + δ`i − `eq,i )2 .
(4.12)
2 i=1 `eq,i
Thus, E(Π) represents both the work needed to prepare the pre-stressed frame
as well as the work involved in deforming the pre-stressed frame. Rewriting
this energy in such a way that it references only the initial state as specified
by the initial lengths `0,i and the pre-stress Π using Eq. (4.9), we write
2

Πtss,i
1 Nb
δ`i
E(Π) =
+
)
∑(1 + Π tss,i ) `0,i (
2 i=1
1 + Πtss,i `0,i
≡ C(Π) + E(0) + ∆E(Π) .
Here,
C(Π) =

2 2
1 Nb Π tss,i
`0,i ,
∑
2 i=1 1 + Π tss,i

(4.13)

(4.14)

is the constant which measures the work performed on the frame to bring it to
the pre-stressed state (i.e., the shift in the zero-strain energy),
E(0) =

1 Nb δ`2i
∑
2 i=1 `0,i

(4.15)

is the deformation energy at zero pre-stress, and
Nb

∆E(Π) = ∑ Πtss,i (1 +
i=1

δ`i
) δ`i
2 `0,i

(4.16)

is an additional, new pre-stress dependent change in the deformation energy.
We will be investigating under what conditions a nonzero Π changes the mechanical moduli of the frame, and therefore will consider what happens to
each of the three components of the energy when the boundary of the frame
is subjected to a deformation. That is, nodes r⃗B on the frame boundary are
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|uk |

Fig. 4.2 – Decomposing the relative displacement of nodes i and j into components
parallel (u∥ ) and perpendicular (u⊥ ) to the original bond vector provides
a convenient way to express the change in length δ`k = `k − `0,k .
′
displaced to new positions r⃗B
according to some deformation gradient tensor
Λ:
′
= Λ ⋅ r⃗B .
(4.17)
r⃗B

The interior (non-boundary) nodes in a frame subject to such a deformation
will, in general, respond non-affinely exploiting their freedom to displace differently from boundary nodes to reduce the incurred bond stretching energy.
For general nodes, therefore, the displacement may be written as
r⃗i′ = Λ ⋅ r⃗i + δ⃗i .

(4.18)

⃗k of bond k, connecting nodes i and j,
With this, the displacement vector u
⃗k = (⃗
u
rj′ − r⃗i′ ) − (⃗
rj − r⃗i ) ,

(4.19)

may be expressed in terms of Λ and n̂k , the unit vector along bond k, as
⃗k;
⃗k = `0,k (Λ − 12 ) ⋅ n̂k + ∆
u

(4.20)

⃗ k = δ⃗j − δ⃗i is the non-affine part of the bond displacement vector. Now, the
∆
change in the length of bond k can be written in terms of the parallel (uk,∥ =
⃗k ) and perpendicular (uk,⊥ = p̂k ⋅ u
⃗k with p̂k a unit vector perpendicular to
n̂k ⋅ u
n̂k ) components of the relative displacement of the two nodes (see Figure 4.2),
as
δ`k = ∣(⃗
r0,j − r⃗0,i ) + (δ⃗
rj − δ⃗
ri )∣ − `0,k
= ∣(`0,k + uk,∥ )n̂k + uk,⊥ p̂k ∣ − `0,k
1/2
−2
2
2
= `0,k (1 + 2`−1
0,k uk,∥ + `0,k (uk,∥ + uk,⊥ ))
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To access the moduli, we must now ask how each of the three terms in the
energy of the pre-stressed frame, Eq. (4.13), is affected by the deformation Λ.
The first term, C(Π), is unaffected as it does not depend on the deformation.
The second term, E(0) does depend on the deformation but not directly on
the pre-stress (we come back to this in a moment). The third term encodes
the direct coupling between pre-stress and deformation and, using Eq. (4.16),
reduces to:
Nb

∆E(Π) = ∑ Πtss,k uk,∥ +
k=1

1 Nb Πtss,k
) (u2k,∥ + u2k,⊥ ).
∑(
2 k=1 `0,k

(4.21)

Note, that Eq. (4.21) is not an expansion in u. Due to the specific structure
of Eq. (4.16), the square roots drop out and there are no terms beyond those
quadratic in u. A logical place to start the analysis is to consider an affine
⃗ k = 0 for all bonds. In that case, every point r⃗ in
deformation; one where ∆
the reference frame is mapped onto its deformed image r⃗′ according to just
the deformation gradient tensor Λ: r⃗′ = Λ ⋅ r⃗. In appendix, we show that in
this particular case something curious happens: both displacement-dependent
terms in Eq. (4.21) become proportional to the overall stress tensor σαβ . In
particular, the linear term can be written as
Nb

∑ tss,k uk,∥ = (Λ − 12 )αβ ⋅ σαβ .

(4.22)

k=1

and the quadratic term as
Nb

∑(
k=1

tss,k
) (u2k,∥ + u2k,⊥ ) = (Λ − 12 )µα (Λ − 12 )µβ ⋅ σαβ .
`0,k

(4.23)

In free-standing frames, the total stress tensor σαβ is zero, because there are
no external forces. This brings us to a first conclusion about the effect of
pre-stress: in an affine system,
E(Π) = C(Π) + E(0).

(4.24)

and since the energy shift C(Π) does not depend on the deformation, all derivatives with respect to the deformation including those that yield the moduli are
unchanged. In short, engaging the state of self-stress by applying a pre-stress
to the frame can never change the mechanical moduli of an affinely deforming frame, in the case where the extensional moduli of the bond springs vary
inversely with bond length. While these conditions may appear restrictive,
we note that the class of systems to which they apply includes all crystalline
frames with one node per unit cell. In such systems, nodes are constrained
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by local symmetries to move affinely. For the large class of these systems that
also have a single bond length, the scaling of the spring constant with the
equilibrium length is immaterial. All such systems are forbidden from having pre-stress dependent moduli. We suggestively attribute the fact that this
surprising result has not been reported before to the usual focus on periodic
systems, rather than our free-standing frames. We will address the connection
between our findings and the tensegrity literature in the disucssion.
Fortunately, there is also a large class of non-affinely deforming frames to
which the above restriction does not apply. Do these have pre-stress dependent
moduli? The answer to this question is yes, and to see how it arises we now
⃗ k ≠ 0 for some, or all, of the bonds of the frame. Doing so again
assume that ∆
leaves C(Π) unaffected, as it does not depend on the deformation. The other
two terms do change. We may split the total energy into an affine (A) part
⃗ k ) and two new non-affine (N A) parts as
(i.e., independent of ∆
E(Π) = E A (Π) + E N A (0) + ∆E N A (Π).

(4.25)

where we recognize the part of the non-affine deformation energy correction
that does not explicitly depend on the pre-stress,
1/2

E N A (0) =

1 Nb
2
∑ `0,k [(∣Λ ⋅ n̂k ∣ + Γk )
2 k=1

2

−1]
2

1 Nb
− ∑ `0,k [∣Λ ⋅ n̂k ∣ − 1] .
2 k=1

(4.26)

and another part that couples the pre-stress and the non-affinity
∆E N A (Π) =

1 Nb
∑ `0,k Πtss,k Γk .
2 k=1

(4.27)

Notation has been condensed somewhat by introducing
Γk ≡

2

⃗ k + 1 ∣∆
⃗ k ∣2 .
(Λ ⋅ n̂k ) ⋅ ∆
`0,k
`20,k

(4.28)

⃗ k = 0 corresponds to Γk = 0 in which limit both NA
Clearly, the affine limit ∆
energy terms are zero. While it might appear that E N A (0) does not depend on
the pre-stress since Π does not appear, in fact it does. The reason for this is
that the ground state energy of the non-affinely deforming frame is defined as
the minimum of Eq. (4.25) over the non-affine node displacements δ⃗i . Through
the coupling term Eq. (4.27), this minimum will be attained at different values
of Γk , which in turn affects the value of the non-affine deformation energy
Eq. (4.26).
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While the mathematical conditions for this minimization may be written
down analytically, due to the combination of vectorial (terms proportional to
⃗ k , particularly in relation to the unit bond vector n̂k ) and
the orientation of ∆
⃗ k ∣) aspects, solving them in the general case is,
scalar (terms proportional to ∣∆
in practice, possible only numerically. A further complication is, that the SSS
components tss,k may be both positive and negative, and indeed that both signs
generally occur within a single SSS. As a result, there is no straightforward way
to read off the high- or low pre-stress limits. In the special case, however, where
all internal pre-stresses are extensional (that is, all tss,k for internal bonds are
⃗ k ’s that are
positive) we conclude, that the non-affine energy terms favor ∆
small and/or perpendicular to the bond unit vector (both of which contribute
to the minimization of Γk which dominates the non-affinity-pre-stress coupling
term in the energy Eq. (4.27) at high Π). Based on this, we can conclude that
for purely extensional SSS’s, large pre-stresses will suppress non-affinity, which
⃗ k ∣2 at higher Π.
should manifest in increasingly small values of ∣∆
In general, and as we will detail in the following, pre-stresses due to engaged
states of self-stress can and do affect the moduli of non-affinely deforming
frames. Since the affine deformation energy represents an upper bound to the
actual (non-affine) energy (affinity is a constraint, the release of which will lead
the system down, not up, in the energy landscape), the linear modulus of a
generic frame must be lower than that of the same frame deforming affinely.
In the following, we show that changing the pre-stress Π allows for tuning of
the moduli up to their affine values, and that the mechanism by which this
happens is the suppression of non-affine displacements by the pre-stress.
Having shown that an affinely deforming frame is insensitive to the magnitude of pre-stresses in the network we now analyze systems with non-affine
deformations. We characterize these using the differential (linearized) shear
modulus. Our main results are (i) that the differential shear modulus does depend on the pre-stress, that (ii) this happens via a generally repressive coupling
between the non-affine displacements and the pre-stress, and that (iii) prestress can induce instabilities in the frame, a fact most readily observed by
noting there are values of Π at which the shear modulus becomes negative. In
Section 4.3, we detail findings (i) and (ii), turning to finding (ii) in Section 4.4.

4.3 Linear Response of Frames: Modulus and Non-affinity
Our procedure for analyzing response, both linear and nonlinear, is summarized
in the flowchart in Figure 4.3. First, we generate a frame applying iterated
bond-splitting Henneberg moves to Snelson’s X as described in Section 4.2.
Then, we dial in a value for pre-stress Π; this leaves the geometry of the
frame unaltered but is reflected in a set of bond equilibrium lengths `eq,i . In
those cases where we want frames with exclusively tensile forces on the internal
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Snelson’s X

Grow network
using Henneberg
edge-splitting move

Determine SSS

linear response

Type
of test

multistability

Fix pre-stress ⇧;
Consider range of shear

Fix = 0; Consider
range of pre-stress ⇧

Numerically minimize
E( ) over node positions

Calculate modulus µ(⇧)
using linear response

Fig. 4.3 – The flowchart outlines the steps involved in the results presented in 4.3
(linear response) and 4.4 (multistability). The energy of the spring-bead
network E(γ) is numerically minimized using Quasi-Netwon method on
Mathematica (version 11.0). The linear response methods are described in
Ref. [21].

bonds, we temporarily set the rest length to zero and allow the internal bonds
to relax keeping the boundary fixed. The state that remains is guaranteed
to have only extended bonds internally; we then reset the initial lengths `0,k
to their relaxed values, after which we can use the procedure detailed around
Eq. (4.9) to set the self-stress Π by varying the equilibrium lengths `eq .
For the results in this section, dealing with the linear response, we vary the
pre-stress Π, extracting the shear modulus of the frame from an expansion of
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the total spring energy to second order in strain γ, as described in Ref. [21]. In
the next section, dealing with nonlinear response, we will deform the frames by
imposing a displacement to the four corners. This deformation is prescribed
by the deformation gradient tensor Λ, which is generally parametrized by some
scalar measure of the strain. We then let the positions of all non-corner nodes
relax (which amounts to exploring the space of non-affine node displacements
δ⃗i ) until a minimum of the energy Eq. (4.25) is reached.
We will mostly be considering the case of simple shear, for which the boundary points are displaced according to the deformation gradient tensor
Λ(γ) = [

1 γ
].
0 1

In this case, the scalar strain measure is the shear strain γ. Our main finding is that a nonzero value of Π does, indeed, augment the shear modulus
µ. Figure 4.4 illustrates this point. The linear shear modulus is seen to vary
with the self-stress over the range of physically relevant self-stresses (i.e., those
corresponding to positive equilibrium lengths). Throughout this regime, two
behaviors stand out: Firstly, in the mechanically stable regime (µ > 0), the
shear modulus changes with Π, and secondly, self-stress can induce mechanically unstable (µ < 0) states. This response is generic; although the values
of Πmin and Πmax differ from frame to frame, we see the same behavior in
all frames we have analyzed. This then is finding (i) as opposed to affinely
deforming frames where there can be no effect, self-stress controls the linear
mechanical response in generic, non-affinely deforming frames.
Digging down into the nature of this dependency, we focus first on linear
response in the mechanically stable regime. The mechanism by which selfb
stress controls the linear modulus is laid out in Section 4.2: the set of {δ⃗i }N
i=1
at which the minimum of energy Eq. (4.25) is attained given a deformation
Λ(γ) depends, through the coupling term Eq. (4.27), on the pre-stress.
As detailed in Section 4.2, the shear modulus of a non-affinely deforming pre-stressed frame can never exceed the shear modulus of the same frame
deforming affinely, which in turn is equal to the shear modulus of the non-prestressed frame deforming affinely. We thererfore have µ ≤ µaff .
From Figure 4.4, it appears that for higher pre-stresses the shear modulus
approaches its affine limit. This could happen for a variety of reasons, but
s
the most obvious one is that the non-affine displacements of the nodes {δ⃗i }N
i=1
themselves tend to zero. In Section 4.2, we demonstrate this to be the predicted
dependence for frames possessing only tensile self-stresses on the non-boundary
bonds. To verify this prediction, we measure the non-affinity, defined as
⃗ k∣ 2
1
∣∆
N (γ, Π) ≡ 2 ⟨(
) ⟩.
γ
`0,k
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4.4 – (a) Pre-stress dependence of the shear modulus µ of a non-affinely deforming free-standing frame (shown in (c)). As the self-stress Π is increased
the shear modulus (red) of geometrically indistinguishable frames changes,
and is bounded by the affine shear modulus µaff (dashed blue line). For
this particular frame Πmin = −2.52, Πmax = 1.82 and µaff =1.62. (b) Zoomin of the region near Π = 0, showing that the modulus becomes negative
for Π < 0, signalling that the frame becomes unstable to simple shear.
(c) Frame with 64 tensile (gray) and 4 compressive (yellow) bonds connecting across 35 nodes.
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N −1(γ, Π)
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Π
Fig. 4.5 – Pre-stress dependence of N −1 (γ, Π) for non-affinely deforming selfstanding frames, averaged over an ensemble of 10 network realizations
each for 40 nodes (red ▲), 50 nodes (dark blue ∎) and 60 nodes (green
▼). As self-stress Π is increased, the non-affinity drops, and it approaches
zero, that corresponds to the affine limit. The closeness of the curves emphasizes that the system size dependence is small. Dashed lines represent
the case of simple shear, for which N ∼ 1/Π appears to describe the data
well over this range of self-stress values (although it should be noted that
N (0) is actually finite). Solid lines describe the non-affinity for pure shear.
Uniform compression shows similar behavior as pure shear (not shown).

with the average ⟨⋅⟩ running over all Nb springs. Because N becomes very
large as Π → 0, we plot 1/N in Figure 4.5 for both simple shear and pure shear
deformations. Indeed, increasing Π, but keeping it below its maximal value,
suppresses the magnitude of the non-affine displacements. By extension, the
shear modulus should approach its affine limit.
The non-affinity measure N (γ, Π) signals other interesting behaviors. First,
it becomes very large (albeit finite, as it should be in a finite-size system) as
the system approaches a mechanical instability, marked by the shear modulus
becoming negative. In Section 4.4 we investigate this regime further, for now
we note that apparently large deviations from affine occur at such a point; these
correspond to the system acquiring novel state(s) of mechanical equilibrium,
possibly quite far away from the reference configuration. This finding echoes
the signalling quality of the non-affinity also observed in [45]. There, too,
a cusp in a quantity directly proportional to our N (γ, Π) marks the floppyto-rigid transitions occurring in both flexibly hinged and bond-bending fiber
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.6 – (a) Pre-stress dependence of the simple shear modulus of a frame whose
SSS contains both tensile and compressive bonds. In such frames, the range
of pre-stresses compatible with mechanical stability is bounded both from
below and above. (b) As in the purely tensile frames, the the non-affinity
measure signals the instability, blowing up at the stability edges.

networks with periodic boundary conditions.
In case all internal forces have the same sign, we find that the frame becomes
unstable if we make all internal bonds carry compressive loads, in accordance
with the known destabilizing nature of compressive forces [22, 138–140]. Furthermore, our finding that the deformation of the frame becomes increasingly
affine as we ramp up the self-stress confirms earlier reports, that—for various different systems both in 2D and 3D—tensile pre-stresses increase affinity [57, 129, 141]. We do note, however, that conflicting reports also exist
which appear to show the non-affinity rising with pre-stress. Based on what
we are able to conclude here, we cannot rule out that certain systems are more
compression-dominated in which case the interdependence between non-affinity
and pre-stress could well be oppositely signed.
The fact that tensile pre-stresses suppress non-affinity is not unique to shear
deformation. When we subject our frames to pure shear, effected by using
1 + γP
Λ(γP ) = [
0
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and uniform compression, for which ( > 0)
Λ() = [

1−
0
]
0
1−

we see the same behavior. Figure 4.5 shows this for simple and pure shear;
in each of these cases the non-affinity drops as Π is increased, indicating that
for general deformations and in frames with purely tensile SSS’s, large positive self-stresses suppress non-affinity and steer the associated moduli to their
affine values. Interestingly, this effect appears strongest (in the sense, that the
range of pre-stresses compatible with stability is smallest) for simple shear,
but regardless: Since any deformation in 2D may be decomposed into shear
and extensional components this establishes finding (ii) a coupling between
the pre-stress and the non-affinity controls the Π-dependence of µ. Figure 4.6
shows, that this coupling is also manifested in frames with a mixed SSS (that
is, a SSS in which some bonds are compressed and others are tensed) and
that, completely analogous to what happens in purely tensile frames, a steeply
increasing non-affinity foreshadows mechanical instability.

4.4 Nonlinear Response of Frames: Multistability
We now turn to the behavior of frames whose reference geometry has been
rendered unstable by sufficiently large (or small) pre-stress. Their instability
is marked by a negative linear modulus. It is important to note that these
instabilities generally do not occur at values of the self-stress corresponding
to Πmin or Πmax . We will return to how the instability thresholds may be
computed in a moment.
For an unstable network, a negative shear modulus means that the expansion of the energy in the strain variable (which we will assume to be the shear
strain γ for now) starts out as
1
E(γ, Π) ≈ E(0, Π) − ∣µ(Π)∣γ 2 + O(γ 3 ) .
2

(4.30)

This energy will prompt a spontaneous shear strain γ, adjusting the shape of
the box (and, as this changes, the positions of the nodes) until a new, stable
geometry is reached. Because the frame at γ = 0 is in mechanical equilibrium
(albeit an unstable equilibrium), there is no linear term in γ. Generally, networks generated using our Henneberg construction protocol have both tensile
and compressive elements in the single state of self-stress spanning the network. As we have seen in the previous paragraph, this means the original
square shape of the frame will become unstable if the pre-stress becomes too
high in either direction.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.7 – (a) The simple shear (red ▲), bulk (green ▼) and pure shear (dark blue
∎) modulus (normalized by the affine value µaff ) are shown for −0.0025 <
Π < 0.025. (b) The corresponding frame has both tensile and compressed
bonds, so that both positive and negative Π will drive the system unstable.
The black crosses on the X-axis indicate the values of Π at which the
smallest eigenvalue of the Hessian becomes negative.

Identifying these instabilities via specific moduli gives the values of prestress for which deformation along the one-parameter axis corresponding to
that modulus becomes unstable. Within the network, these instabilities can
be seen earlier by looking at the the lowest eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix of
the total spring energy, which becomes negative as soon as one mode becomes
unstable. Note that a single unstable mode is not guaranteed to lead to instabilities in the moduli, as the displacements of the boundary points according
to that mode generally do not match the imposed deformation gradient tensor
Λ.
As is seen in Figure 4.7, we find that destabilizing the system tends to
happen at the lowest pre-stress for simple shear; to explore the consequences
of destabilization we continue to focus on simple shear from here onwards.
Once the system has become unstable to simple shear, allowing the system
to find its preferred shape along the shear deformation direction should then
reveal new stable states that have a non-square shape. We have studied the
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1

1

2

2

Fig. 4.8 – Energy as a function of shear strain for a bistable frame with hysteresis.
Only the two branches of the limit cycle are shown, with the points at which
the frame jumps to the lower branch indicated. The frame geometries at
the bottom correspond to the two minima labeled by (1) and (2).

corresponding energy landscape as a function of shear strain γ and found that in
many cases there was more than one non-square stable shape. Thus, our model
system can be tuned from monostable (and square) to bistable (switchable
between two different shapes) by varying the internal pre-stress, while keeping
the initial geometry identical.
We find two distinct types of bistability. Most common is the emergence of
two branches in the energy function, with discontinuous jumps between them
and hysteresis over the course of a strain cycle, as seen in Figure 4.8. More
rarely, in about 3% of the frames studied, we see unstable behavior where the
energy remains smooth as a function of strain, and where the initially stable
state at zero shear is destabilized at finite Π giving way to two local minima
(see Figure 4.9).
The self-stressed frames have a positive shear modulus at Π = 0, as expected
since the elastic energy E is non negative and the energy of the reference
configuration is E(0, 0) = 0 (plus our frames have no floppy modes). The frames
are subjected to multiple cycles of simple shear until their energy curve attains
a steady state. The energy curve is calculated through numerical minimization.
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1

1

2

Fig. 4.9 – Energy versus shear strain γ for Π = 0.009. The first shear cycle (red) is
marked with an immediate drop in the energy, followed by small jump to
a different branch at roughly 10% strain. The rest of the first and second
(blue) shear cycle continues on this branch, which displays two local energy
minima at γ = −0.036 and γ = 0.041, as illustrated in the graph marked
by the green labels. The geometries of the frame in these local energy
minima are shown below. The tensile bonds are shown in gray while the
compressed bonds are in yellow and the opacity of the bond is proportional
to the tension tss,k of each bond.

There is no noticeable unstable behavior at Π = 0, even though some frames
can change their energy path after the first cycle, but the change is smooth.
Multistability is most pronounced at nonzero values of pre-stress. One such
instability is noticed when the pre-stress is set to values at which the linear
shear modulus is negative. At these values, the energy drops instantly at the
first shear step, prompting rearrangement of the network, as can be seen in
Figure 4.9(a) and Figure 4.10. Figure 4.8 also shows that as these frames
are sheared, they undergo snap changes in the geometry at strains where the
energy jumps between branches corresponding to different shear cycles. The
change in distribution of stresses at each strain step makes such hysteretic
jumps between energy branches very common in these finite frames. The drop
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1

2

1

2

Fig. 4.10 – The energy of the shear deformation is plotted at every strain step γ
plotted for each cycle. The first cycle is represented in red and second
cycle is represented in dark blue. Note that the following shear cycles
follow the blue curve, hence is not plotted. At Π = 0.02 and γ = −0.062
the frame makes a hysteretic jump to the blue branch and continues to
follow that path for all the negative values of γ. Interestingly, for γ > 0
the blue curve has greater curvature than the red cycle, indicating an
increase in the shear modulus. The local distribution of stresses in the
frame is highly heterogeneous, and the opacity of the bonds is scaled to
the amount of stresses borne by them.

in energy is typically paired with a significant spatial rearrangement of the
nodes and a decrease in the number of compressed bonds. In some networks
we observed a phenomenon reminiscent of strain hardening: they showed a
larger shear modulus in the second shear cycle than in the first.
The hysteretic self-stressed frames thus constitute a mechanical memory
device: The overall shape of the frame is indicative of the direction in which
the frame was sheared last, and in some cases (in addition to looking at the
shape) this information can also be read out by probing the modulus. A closely
related behavior is shown in Figure 4.10: This frame is unstable in its initial
configuration, snaps immediately to a metastable branch, but ultimately goes
through another instability after which it becomes fully stabilized in a new,
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non-square shape. This particular frame can hence report whether or not
it has ever been sheared to the left by more than a certain amount (in this
example: 7%), serving as another type of mechanical sensor.

4.5 Discussion
We have studied the effects of self-stresses on the linear and nonlinear mechanical properties of free-standing spring networks or frames. By keeping
the geometry constant and adjusting the self-stress via the rest lengths of the
springs, we isolated the direct effects of the stresses from those mediated by
the changes in frame geometry. Within the scope of our model, the energy
involved in affine deformations of the frames is independent of the self-stress,
so that the moduli can only change if the deformations are non-affine. We have
shown analytically and numerically that in frames in which the internal bonds
are all tensile, the self-stress suppresses non-affinity.
In the context of tensegrities or free-standing frames, it was already known
that engaging the self-stress cannot lift a floppy mode to become rigid [134].
This result does not apply to our frames, since these, by construction, have a
nonzero shear modulus at Π = 0. Comparing this to our general finding, neither
result is more general than the other: Our result, while being applicable to
frames that are already rigid at zero self-stress, does rely on the interactions
being harmonic springs with a stiffness that is inversely proportional to their
equilibrium length.
The extent to which frames do deform affinely is influenced by many factors. First, there may be symmetries in the system that dictate affine deformations. Second, it has been known for decades that networks of springs
with zero rest length (such as Gaussian chain networks, an idealized model
for rubbers), deform affinely regardless of the pre-stress and the distribution
of stiffnesses [142]. Third, we know that networks that are more densely connected, with many more bonds per node than the isostatic condition demands,
typically deform more affinely [19, 21, 45]. And finally, even systems that do
not satisfy any of the above criteria can be made to deform more affinely by way
of tensile pre-stresses. This feature—one of the central findings of this work—
is in line with the general stabilizing tendency of tensile pre-stress noted in
[138]. While the effect was observed in simulations of a unit cell model for
polymer networks [141], it does not appear to have been explicitly demonstrated, verified or derived for many other systems, although many studies
on non-affinity in disordered networks are, retrospectively, consistent with our
findings [45, 57, 129, 143]. Our findings suggest that it is not strain itself, but
rather the tensions incurred as a system is strained that suppresses non-affinity
in these earlier works. Self-stressed frames—tensed but otherwise undeformed
systems—allow us to separate the two, proving our point.
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Here, we showed that frames with compressive or mixed SSS may become
unstable upon increasing the self-stress, and that the approach of the instability
is marked by both a decreasing modulus and increasing (possibly diverging)
non-affinity, while purely tensile self-stresses generally suppress non-affinity.
Going beyond linear properties, we showed that the destabilizing nature of
self-stresses leads to frames with interesting energy-strain profiles. These feature strain-induced rearrangements, corresponding to jumps between branches.
Some of these show multiple stable minima, with hysteretic behavior between
them; others are initially metastable and snap to a single stable minimum after
a sufficiently large shear deformation. We speculate that such hysteretic cycles
can be used to design self-stress controlled mechanical switches that remember
(store) the direction in which they were last sheared. Likewise, the metastable
case can serve as a sensor; reporting whether an object has previously been
deformed by more than a certain amount. This brings new uses for self-stresscontrolled nonlinear mechanical properties to mechanical metamaterials [144].
The multistability of the frames depends on both the geometry and the prestress. As we have no means to construct a bistable frame in a designed way, we
used a simple sweep of parameter space to find them. While the precise energy
vs. strain curve is sensitive to errors in geometry and pre-stress, we found that,
for any given geometry, small errors in choice of the pre-stress do not give any
significant deviations. Experimental realizations of structures with this sort
of multistability could be made with the macroscopic force carrying elements
typically used for tensegrities. For smaller-scale realizations, one could employ
3D-printed cellulose-patterned hydrogel composites [145]. In this case, the
desired geometry and in-homogeneous stress distribution would be obtained
by swelling a specifically designed 3D-printed object in water. Similarly, we
expect that self-stress effects can enhance the already spectacular mechanical
properties of double and triple network elastomers [2]. An effective way to
harness the benefits of self-stresses would be to introduce elements into these
materials that are better able to carry compressive loads, such as semiflexible polymers [146], or to explore strategies that build up compressive loads
automatically [147].
Unlike the frames we study here, larger systems will likely have many states
of self-stress. Preliminary calculations have shown that the second and subsequent SSS(s) have a decreasing contribution to the mechanical response of
the network. More work is required to assess the differences between localized
states of self-stress, which may be used for patterning materials, and those that
are system-spanning, and likely have a more direct effect on the macroscopic
mechanical properties.
In summary, and returning to issue (iii) as defined in the introduction, we
have shown that mechanical preconditioning, by means of states of self-stress,
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represent a powerful control modality able to tune the linear and nonlinear
mechanical response of disordered network materials. Designer matter, both
macroscopic and molecular, has only just begun to exploit this design principle,
which we suspect may be far more broadly leveraged to create new adaptive
materials with tailored response.
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III.
MD simulations of
multi-network elastomers
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Chapter 5
Mechanics of Double Network Elastomers
Double network elastomers are a novel class of synthetic materials that
show remarkable mechanical toughness, without using traditional toughening agents (colloquially called fillers). We model their exquisite nonstandard properties using fast coarse-grained bead-spring model. The
model recreates their complex inter-twinned structure– composed of two
distinct generations of polymer-based network, the filler and matrix. A
modified random walk method used to separately generate the filler topology that is– highly crosslinked pre-stretched bridges and the matrix–
loosely crosslinked unloaded bridges. Such systems are then broken under
large uniaxial extension tests with the purpose to ascertain the contribution of each network during the damage propagation. Firstly, we note
that crosslinked networks and topologically permanent chain entanglements make double network systems much tougher than single component
materials. Secondly, we introduce an additional modality - intergenerational crosslinks (IGCs) and show that they control the onset of failure
and the overall brittleness. Thus we conclude that IGCs are a control
modality that may used to design and optimise specialised self-reinforced
elastomers.

The contents of this chapter is submitted for publication as
Tuning Mechanical Response of Self-Reinforced Polymer Systems via
Intergenerational Crosslinks (2020)
Anwesha Bose and Wouter G. Ellenbroek
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.1 – (a) Equilibrated bead-spring double-network elastomer. Green beads representing the pre-stretched filler network, orange beads represent the matrix and red beads are the crosslink sites. Simulation box contains about
17000 bonds and beads. (b) Schematic of the modified self-avoiding
random walk scheme used to generate the initial double-network guessstructure, used as a input for MD.

Double network (DN) elastomers by Ducrot and coworkers are exceptionally
tough and stiff elastic materials with potential applications in emerging fields
such as wearable electronics [6, 7], tissue engineering and soft robotics [148].
These novel composite-like synthetics are composed of pre-stretched polymer
network that behaves like the traditional filler, and unloaded matrix network.
Both the pre-stressed filler and the soft matrix, may be separately built from
the same chemical monomer. Multiple generations of network can be interpenetrated, leading to double and triple network materials.
Many factors are at play determines the mechanical behaviour of such materials, like the number of interpenetrated polymer networks, degree of swelling
(of fillers), filler to matrix compositing ratio, crosslink density in each generation of network and, also the choice of chemical monomer. However, some
factors are more important than the others. Ducrot and coworkers [149, 150]
show that the nonlinear properties of double network elastomers, with single
generation of filler and matrix, are governed by the pre-stretched filler, while
their linear properties are controlled by the entanglement density of the homogeneous matrix.
Cyclic loading experiments on double network elastomers, reveal that they
exhibit a distinct Mullins effect [71]. This effect is basically observed when
samples are loaded and stretched up to a certain degree, and after each loading
cycle– during unloading the material follows a softer stress-strain curve and
returns to zero stress without any significant offset and unaltered modulus.
As discussed in Section 2.5, Bacca and coworkers [32] developed a dam72
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age model to argue that this phenomenon is attributed to the rapture of the
pre-stretched network. By breaking bonds in the filler, the network eliminates
the constraints on the compressed network. This leads to the emergence of
Mullins effect. Mechano-luminescence experiments [15] show, that the double
network elastomers undergo a strong localized softening due to scission of covalent bonds, which is followed by a stable necking process. He also concluded
that degree of pre-stretching (controlled by osmotic swelling) is by far one of the
most critical factors that control mechanical behaviour than the generations of
interpenetrating networks. The continuum model by Lavoie and coworkers [31]
capture mechanical response of multi-network elastomers, by modelling type
of network separately. They conclude that even though the pre-stretched filler
occupies a small fraction of the material volume, it carries a majority of the
stress during deformation.
Research into multi-network materials has boomed over the past decade
that has seen the emergence of many promising theoretical models by Zhao [34],
Brown [29] and Tanaka [30] that explain reinforcement in double network hydrogels and the propagation of damage in these systems. The authors suggest
that the stiff network breaks at critical stress, causing energy dissipation and
shielding the matrix, which holds the cracks together. The models all tell
the same story, but estimate the energy needed to propagate the crack in the
damaged network, in a different way.
However, a common element missing in all the models described above is
the heterogeneity in the stress state between networks, before or during fracture
tests. Furthermore, current research has not paid much attention to include
the presence of intergenerational crosslinks (IGCs) in their modelling approach,
while there is consistent evidence that they exists in gels and elastomers.
Nakajima and coworkers [11] performed experiments that compared the
toughness of truly independent DN hydrogel (with no IGCS) to connected DN
hydrogel species in order to understand how it influences the final fracture
toughness. He argues that in hydrogels, IGCs are indispensable to achieving a tougher material. In case of elastomers, the view is slightly different.
Independent experiments by Millereau [15] speculate the presence of covalent
connections between generations of acrylate based networks that are a by product of chain-transfer reactions during free-radical polymerization [151]. Even
though chemical pathways have been designed to remove chain transfer reactions, experiments indicate the a finite fraction of IGCs maybe inevitable
in multi-network systems. Recently, Slootman quantified damage in multinetwork materials, and also concludes that unlike the generally assumed view
that fracture is an homogeneous process, it is quite the other way around [14].
The rupture of bonds in these elastomers is spatially inhomogeneous.
Existing continuum and finite-element models, are mostly based on the
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Lake-Thomas model [33], assume a clean fracture plane and almost no interaction between generations of networks. Little is known about how IGCs influence network mechanics, especially in the presence of a pre-stretched filler.
Clearly, investigating this at a continuum level does not work quite as well.
Chain-level details, a dive down in to the microscopic structure will provide
the desired resolution. Higuchi and coworkers [36] performed the first molecular simulations of double network hydrogel systems. This is the first attempt
at a microscopic description of the mechanical behaviour. They vary many
network parameters like chain length, crosslink density and IGCs but do not
incorporate the stretched geometry of the bridges in the filler. There is no
clear molecular model that addresses both network geometry, inhomogeneous
stresses between filler and matrix, and inter-network connectivity context of
double network elastomers. Our central point of investigation is how microscopic network architecture and IGCs influence double network elastomer mechanics. We therefore build a chain-level molecular model and using coarsegrained molecular dynamics arrive at the equilibrium representative structure
of double network elastomers. We ensure the special network geometry of DN
elastomers with IGCs and pre-stretched polymer bridges. The samples are
then broken by large uniaxial strains and the stress-strain curve is obtained
to characterise the behaviour of bulk material. Our model explains that IGCs
play a crucial role in tuning the yield stress and the fracture behaviour. They
facilitate transfer of stresses between generations of networks; in this case between a single matrix and single filler. Pre-stress, on the other hand, is crucial
for the hierarchical fracture observed in these materials. Pre-stress enhances
filler rigidity and makes them more brittle to deformation. Hence they break
first and delay fracture in the matrix. The filler also carries most of the load
during the fracture.

This chapter is arranged in the following manner: Section 5.1 outlines
the way we initiate the architecture of the double network, followed by the
MD protocol that we use to relax the networks and fracture them. In Section 5.2 we validate our initialization method by comparing polymer bridge
length statistics to ideal polymers in order to asses the amount of pre-stretch
each generation of the double network carries. Section 5.3 presents the main
results from numerical fracture experiments performed on double network systems. In the end, we discuss how network connectivity can be used to control
the stress-strain profile, stiffness and ultimately fracture, opening a pathway
to engineered multi-network elastomers for specific uses.
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5.1 Methods
5.1.1 Constructing multi-network Structure
A crucial obstacle in any computational study of polymeric materials is generating initial input structures which faithfully represent the structural complexities of the polymer architecture. This is already the case in melts, where
the name of the game is to speed up equilibration so that chain conformations are representative of the intended ensemble. In covalently crosslinked
networks, one additionally needs to take care to start from a network topology that is representative of the materials that result from the experimental
synthesis procedure. Since the topology is fixed during the simulation, except
for possible bond breaking events, no amount of equilibration time can fix non
representative topologies.
We tackle this issue using a method based on random walkers on a lattice that mimic the actual free radical polymerization reaction [152] process
of acrylate polymers crosslinked using (butanediol) diacrylates. The method
is straightforward for a single network, gives good control over the crosslink
density, and can be adapted for multi-generation networks using an iterative
procedure that we detail below. The result of the network generation procedure
is a coarse-grained bead-spring network model for elastomers, with a controllable number of generations, and a well-defined density of crosslinks within
each generation, as well as between generations. The coarse-graining scale is
set by the rest length b of the springs, which typically will be chosen to be
the Kuhn length of the polymer. By using random walkers as the basis, the
method aims to provide physically sound statistical network properties, such
as bridge lengths and entanglements.
Modified random walk networks
Within each generation, the network preparation method can be visualized
on a cubic lattice with lattice constant b. A fraction p of the sites is marked
as crosslinking sites. The method to generate polymer networks amounts to
modified self-avoiding random walk on this lattice, that can be interpreted as
a free radical polymerization path. Normal sites can be visited exactly once by
a random walker, as in a standard self-avoiding walk. Crosslinking sites can be
visited twice, mimicking the fact that they contain two polymerisable moieties.
In essence, we have made a lattice version of the chain-generation method of
Perez and coworkers [153], and have expanded it to include the possibility
of generating crosslinks. We will refer to this procedure as our modified selfavoiding random walk (m-SARW). Note that p = 0 represents the case in which
there are no crosslinks and the process is reduced to a standard SARW [154].
The m-SARW algorithm is illustrated in Figure5.1(b) and is composed of
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the following steps, largely following Ref. [153]:
Initiation: multiple walkers are randomly initialised within the periodic box.
They may be given a designated maximum length, or be deemed free to
grow as long as they can.
Propagation: each walker takes a step to a randomly chosen neighboring site
that is still available to be visited, extending the polymer with one bead,
by placing a spring of rest length b on the lattice link. We will refine this
step in the next subsection when we discuss how to use the method to
generate swollen networks.
Site marking: if the newly visited site is a crosslinking site that has not been
visited before, it will be marked to be available one further time. If it is
a normal site, or a crosslinking site that was visited once before already,
it will be marked unavailable.
Termination: the previous two steps are repeated until the polymers have
reached their designated maximum length, or until the propagation step
fails because none of the neighboring sites are available to visit.
Note that we start all random walkers at the same time, and they propagate
in parallel, so that all chains are statistically equivalent. If, instead, we were
to generate the walks one at a time, the statistics would change during the
process because screening of excluded volume effects would become more and
more important as the process progressed. The final result is a crosslinked
network, within which all polymer bridges obey random walk statistics.
lattice swelling and intergenerational crosslinking
To make double networks, we follow the experimental procedure in the sense
that we create the generations of the network after one another in the model.
To do this, we need to extend our method in two ways. Firstly, we need to
generate polymer bridges with statistically larger end-to-end distances, to represent the swollen state of the first network. Secondly, we need to implement a
parameter that governs how many sites of the first network are available for the
walkers that make the second network to visit, so that we have control over the
amount of intergenerational crosslinking. To start with the latter, we consider
again the link with experiment, in which a source of intergenerational crosslinking is the possibility that a unfilled crosslink that only reacted once during the
formation of the first network is available to react in the polymerization of the
second network. In our model, this means considering the crosslinker sites of
the first network that were only visited once during the first polymerization.
At the beginning of the second polymerization, we mark a fraction ξ of these
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half-reacted sites as available, while the rest is marked unavailable. Setting
ξ = 0 thus prevents all intergenerational crosslinking (IGC), and corresponds
to the experimental situation of 100% diacrylate conversion in the first polymerization. In this case, the two networks are entangled via interpenetrating
polymer bridges, but not covalently linked.
The swelling is introduced in a statistical fashion, by having the walkers in
the first generation take steps of size bα, where α is an integer larger than 1.
The steps themselves are not stretched, as we map each step onto a sequence
of α consecutive bonds of length b, but the resulting conformations are statistically stretched because a random walk of N /α steps of length bα gives a
mean square end-to-end length of
⟨R2 ⟩ = (bα)2 (

N
) = αN b2 .
α

(5.1)

which is a factor α larger than the equilibrium value ⟨R02 ⟩. Thus, the first
generation is constructed to represent a sample that was swollen by a linear
√
factor α after polymerization. At the same time, it still lives on the lattice of
lattice constant b, allowing to generate the second network on the same lattice,
with the option of having intergenerational crosslinks. The swelling procedure
can in principle be iterated, introducing another swelling factor αi for each
generation i, allowing to make multi-networks with more than two generations.
Naturally, at the end of the procedure, the geometric constraint of having all
the particles sit on the sites of a cubic lattice can be relaxed by performing offlattice equilibration within a Monte Carlo or Molecular Dynamics simulation.
Double network parameters
Having introduced the double network generation procedure in general terms,
we will now specify how we employ the procedure to make the starting configurations for the simulations we present in this paper. For generating the
network samples, the parameters are summarized in Table 5.1. 15% − 20%, of
the chains form the filler while rest constitutes the matrix. Multiple samples
are generated with the network parameters listed in the Table 5.1. We create
an ensemble of 50 configurations for each value of ξ acquire statistics for the
mechanical response.
Individual networks are checked for percolation in all three directions, using
an algorithm based on connected components and breadth-first-search scheme,
adapted from Ref. [155]. Samples that do not percolate in three independent
directions are rare because our method aims to create rather high density
networks. When they occur, we discard them.
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Table 5.1 – Input parameters for generating networks

Parameter
Walkers
Chain Length
Step Size
a

Network One
12 (32a )
350 (550a )
5 (1a )

Network Two
30
550
1

in the bracket correspond to single-network samples

5.1.2 MD Protocol
We employ LAMMPS [79] to equilibrate and analyse the double network samples. The initial structure is converted into a harmonic spring-bead model.
The network is composed of chains that are end-connected to tetra-functional
crosslink nodes. All pairs of beads that are not directly connected by a bond
interact with a WCA potential and the covalent bonds themselves are modelled by a simple harmonic potential. It is common to study failure in networks
using standard finite extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) potential [156, 157];
we choose harmonic potential for the sake of simplicity and fewer parameters.
We model the breaking of covalent bonds using the LAMMPS bond/break fix
on all harmonic bonds. On average, this corresponds to fracture upon passing
a force threshold. The trajectories of the beads are obtained by step-wise integration of Newton’s equations of motion using a velocity Verlet algorithm with
a time step 0.01τ , where τ = r0 (m/)1/2 , in which  is our unit of energy and
r0 is the equilibrium length of the covalent bonds which serves as our unit of
length. All beads in the simulation have equal mass m = 1. The potential energy of this system can be represented by the following bonding and repulsive
terms:
Φ = ∑ Φbond (rij ) + ∑ Φrepulsive (rij ) ,
bonds

(5.2)

(i,j)

where the first sum runs over all pairs of particles that are connected by a
bond. The second sum runs over all pairs of particles in principle, but the
WCA potential is nonzero only for a very short range r < σ21/6 , which greatly
reduces the number of terms to be evaluated. The summands are given by
⎧
σ 12
σ 6
⎪
⎪4 [( r ) − ( r ) ] + ,
Φrepulsive (r) = ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎩0,
and
Φbond (r) =

kbond
(r − r0 )2 .
2
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r < σ21/6
r ≥ σ21/6

(5.3)

(5.4)
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The samples are relaxed under constant pressure with a Nosé-Hoover thermostat and barostat (NPT), until the thermodynamic quantities stabilise like
energy, temperature and pressure. The  appearing in the repulsive pair potential is our unit of energy, and we set σ = 0.9, and temperature T = 1.0 (naturally
expressed in units of /kB , where kB is the Boltzmann constant). The chains
represent ideal flexible linear polymers with spring constant kbond = 50.0/(r0 )2
and equilibrium bond length at r0 ≡ 1 (our unit of length). Using these parameters a relaxed double network sample is generated which is shown in Fig. 5.1 (a).
Next, the polymer is subjected to a pure tensile strain to induce failure
by fixing the bottom wall and moving the top wall away from the bottom
one. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the three directions. For
simulating bond break, the periodic box is uniformly extended along the z
axis, at a constant erate = 10−4 ∗ (L0 /τ ), such that the new box length at every
deformation step is: L(t) = L0 (1 + erate ∗ τ ), where L0 is the equilibrium box
edge length at the beginning of the simulation.
In order to minimize the effects that the strain setting might have on the
stability of the simulation, we set a new timestep for the fracture part, dt =
0.001τ . During every deform step, the box lengths along x and y respond
to the change in the dimensions along the z axis using NPT conditions. We
deform the box after every 5000 steps, in order to relax the chains deformed by
the external strain and run the bond breaking fix once every 10000 simulation
steps. We run for 108 timesteps and the maximum stretching strain is 10.0.
Unlike in experiments, no crack is initiated in the sample. Instead bonds
are allowed to break, if they are stretched beyond the length rmax = 1.7r0 . This
maximum bond extension threshold is set after multiple trial runs. rmax is not
set too low to avoid break events owing to thermal fluctuations. Further, the
value of rmax is capped to disable the build up of unnatural stresses in the
network. rmax directly influences the bond dissociation, hence it influences the
yield stresses observed during uniaxial pull. We report the value of the stress
tensor σzz in the direction of the stretch.

5.2 Model Validation in Equilibrated Networks
Before we run any fracture simulations of the double networks, we want to
verify if the geometric choice of constructing fillers with longer step lengths
actually results in stretched polymer bridges after network equilibration in
LAMMPS. Thus, we generate fillers with different discrete step lengths 1 ≤
α ≤ 8. The matrix network is always constructed with unit step length. We
calculate the stretch, s, defined as the squared ratio of the end-to-end distance
of polymer bridges after equilibration to the theoretically predicted value for
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Fig. 5.2 – (a)-(b) The normalized probability distribution of stretch in polymer
bridges is shown in the y axis against the values of stretch for different
step lengths. ▽ represents samples with α = 3, △ represents samples with
α = 5, dots represents samples with α = 8. (c) The average tensile pre-stress
per bond in the filler is indicated. The pre-stress is the residual stresses
after equilibration.

ideal freely jointed chains with N links of length b [38]:
⟨Rα2 ⟩
(5.5)
N b2
Rα is the end-to-end distance between polymer bridges generated with step
length α and b is the Kuhn length. 0 < s ≤ 1 means that the bridges are
compressed and s > 1 means that bridges are extended by beyond their predicted value. The higher the stretch value, the higher is the tensile pre-stress
in polymer bridges. The probability density distribution of stretch in polymer
bridges from filler and matrix is shown in Figure 5.2 (a) and (b). The averages
are reported in Table. 5.2, both for double networks with and without intergenerational cross-links. In this table, ⟨sα=α′ ,1 ⟩ represents the average stretch
s=
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Table 5.2 – Average stretch of polymer bridges in DNs after equilibration

a

Alpha Fillera Matrixa Fillerb
⟨sα=3,1 ⟩ 1.24
1.85
1.35
⟨sα=5,1 ⟩ 2.89
1.10
3.01
⟨sα=8,1 ⟩ 3.81
1.06
4.25
b
corresponds to samples with IGCs. corresponds to

Matrixb
1.15
1.08
1.03
samples with no IGCs.

value given that the filler network was generated with step length α = α′ and
the matrix network was generated with step length α = 1. We note that the
double networks without ICGs show nearly perfect ideal chain statistics for the
matrix, and significant stretch present in the filler network. Without equilibration one would expect ⟨sα=α′ ,1 ⟩ = α′ , by construction. It is reasonable that
the stretch ends up lower, since nothing in the m-SARW protocol guarantees
force balance between the stretched chains, so the nodes will be pulled closer
to each other during equilibration.
Now, on the basis of the averages reported in the Table. 5.2, we chose to
construct double network samples prepared with the combination α = 5 for the
filler network (orange curve) and α = 1 for the matrix network as any smaller
step length than 5 is unable to introduce significant difference in tensile stress
distribution between filler and the matrix bridges. We did not pick α = 8,
since we could not create a large ensemble of DN samples (sample size greater
than 50) with our current algorithm. During the initial network generation,
the walkers tend to get stuck on lattice, resulting in incomplete networks.
This challenge inspired us to create a new algorithm, which is discussed in the
following Chapter 6.
Since both filler and matrix are system spanning percolating networks inside a periodic box, the bridges cannot simple collapse, instead they redistribute the stresses. Presence and absence IGCs may also influence this stressredistribution, but we have not observed any distinct difference in the stretch
distributions from our samples.
Higher step lengths do result in higher tensile pre-stress in bridges. This
is illustrated in Figure 5.2(c), where we plot the average tensile force in a
harmonic bond for ξ = 0 and ξ = 1. Firstly, there is a nonzero tensile force
because the network is in periodic box. Secondly, there is a marginal difference
in the loading of bonds from samples with IGCs (in blue) and without (green).
During the sample equilibration, since we don’t apply a fixed volume condition, the box is free to relax to the most stable volume and pressure. In order
to release the internal pressure, boxes always expand in volume and we have
noticed that samples without IGCs tend have a slightly bigger volume (1 − 2%)
than samples with more IGCs. This means that there is a slight difference in
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Fig. 5.3 – (a) True stress is plotted against the strain (γ) for varying concentration
of IGCs. The response of single network samples for similar system size
is indicated in the inset. (b) Fraction of bonds broken in double network
species. The rate of bond broken decreased as the IGCs are turned off.
Mapping the bond break events when there are IGCs versus when there
are no IGCs. (c) In presence of IGCs (d) No covalent connections between
networks in DNs.

the density of the samples. With no or fewer IGCs, the samples are less constrained and free to explore more space. This could lead to more relaxed chains
and hence a marginal difference in the tensile forces. The other explanation
is that since IGCs are like crosslinks, fewer beads are a part of dangling ends,
thus more parts of the chains contribute to the carrying tensile forces.

5.3 Mechanics and Damage Propagation
Double network samples with and without IGCs are uniaxially strained and
bonds are allowed to break in response to this deformation. The tests are
performed in a regime where the polymer network is in a rubbery state, well
above the glass transition temperature, Tg . Following from Maxwell’s rule [18]
introduced earlier in Part II, double network systems are underconstrained
solids. According to the rule, a network in d-dimensions, with N sites is rigid if:
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C
zN
= 2d − 2 Nd ≈ 6. The networks can be coarse-grained, such that each polymer
bridge is an effective harmonic spring, connected to a tetra-functional crosslink,
which brings z close to 4. Thus, the networks are submarginal and entropic
elasticity dominates the mechanics. Extra local connections via IGCs, directly
influences the stress-transfer between networks. The mechanical behaviour of
DNs can we analysed in two phases: small strain (under γ < 3.0) and large
extension (γ ≥ 3.0) where, geometric-elastic rigidity is dominant.

5.3.1 Small Strain
As DNs are extended along the Z axis, the polymer bridges align along the direction of the extension. The inherent pre-stress in the pre-stretched bridges,
suppresses floppiness in the under connected network and rigidity increases.
This is the phase of strain induced rigidity 3. At small extensions, the modulus increases rapidly. As seen in Figure 5.3(a), higher IGC concentration
results in higher stiffness. The phantom network model [158] predicts that
for perfect elastic materials with no defects, the Young’s modulus is proportional to the number of active elastic polymer bridges and crosslink density.
The fundamental contributors to elasticity of the elastomer are listed in the
Table 5.3. Beyond the traditional factors that control elastic response, the double network materials show characteristic nonlinear behaviour. Figure 5.3(a)
indicates that all double network types are tougher than single network samples. A noticeable feature is the distinct strain-stiffening at small strain. The
chains of the matrix are constrained by the topological entanglements from the
matrix. The entanglements act like permanent crosslinks. This is agreement
with the experimental reports [15, 149]. Thus, in Figure 5.3(a), IGCs influences: strain-stiffening, yield stress and onset of failure. Further, by the virtue
of being stretched and stressed, the bridges in the filler they break throughout
the material to dissipate energy. In Figure 5.5(b) we observe that the rate of
the bond break steadily increases with ξ. Our hypothesis, based on the mechanics observed, is that IGCs act bridges that facilitate rigidity percolation.
This is evident from the fracture at large strains.
5.3.2 Large Strain
As the samples are extended further, the peak (yield) stress is reached. Reducing the concentration of IGCs delays the stress transfer between networks. This
slow down effect is clear from Figure 5.3(a), where the network failure shifts
to higher strains as the concentration of IGCs is reduced. In DNs with ξ = 0
are only entangled to each other only via physical entanglements caused by
the inability of chains to cross each other. These are entanglement-dominated
DNs. These species carry lower loads but are incredibly stretchable in comparison to the crosslink-dominated species ξ > 0. Figure 5.3(c-d) has a clear
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Table 5.3 – Essential Contributors to Network Elasticity

Type
ξ=1
ξ = 0.5
ξ = 0.2
ξ=0
SN

N1
N2
Bridges Bridges
351
250
187
185
765

702
577
515
606
-

CL

IGCs

3.5%
3.0%
2.7%
2.8%
2.9%

393
126
98
0
-

message. In crosslink-dominated DNs, bonds from both network start to rapture together while in the entanglement-dominated DNs, the filler fails first.
Damage propagates to the matrix after the filler is completely broken. Since
fracture is diffused, we observe a longer plateau in the stress-strain curve for
ξ = 0. As ξ is increased, fracture is like a cascade of breaking bonds, evident
from the rapidly falling stresses in the stress-strain curve. To get a clearer
picture of how the networks break, we investigate how the tensile stresses are
distributed in each network.
5.3.3 Tensile Stresses in Networks and Fracture Dimension
As shown in Figure 5.4(a-b), there are nonzero stresses in the bonds, inside the
periodic box. The filler is in general under more tensile load than the matrix.
As the network is deformed at a constant strain rate we calculate the tensile
forces in the bonds, separately for the filler and matrix. The average tension
in a bond per network is calculated as:
j=t

1
1 Nbonds
(
∑ ∣fi ∣ ⋅ di )
j=0 Vj Nbonds i=0

T=∑

(5.6)

di is the bond length, ∣fi ∣ is the magnitude of the force between two beads.
Nbonds is the total number of bonds in a given network. Vj is the volume
of the sample at j th step. Regardless of IGCs, from Figure 5.4(a-b) we notice
that during the fracture test, the magnitude of tensile forces carried by the filler
increases significantly. In the crosslink-dominated type, the stresses increase in
the matrix, but it is delayed. Given the ductile nature of crosslinked networks,
bonds from the matrix and filler rapture almost simultaneously. On the other
hand, in the entangled networks, the load borne by the matrix only become
significant after the filler has completely failed.
There is no stress concentration during fracture of double-network elastomers, in either types. There is continuous emergence of force chains causing
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Fig. 5.4 – The tensile stresses in filler and matrix is shown as DNs are extended. Two
extreme cases are shown ξ = 1 and ξ = 0. (a) In DNs with IGC, the matrix
carries a higher load until peak stress is reached. The matrix does not
participate, but starts to break almost immediately after the filler breaks.
The slope of both the curves steadily decreases, indicating that network
failure has begun. (b) Similar behaviour is noted in DNs without IGC.
Filler carries most of the load and fails first. Matrix remains intact for
longer.

bonds to break, leading to complete failure of the network. This phenomenon
is also observed in fiber networks below the isostatic point [103], even though
in our model we don’t nucleate a crack by pre-cutting bonds. Instead we just
allow bonds to break due to buildup of stresses within the internal structure.
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(a) Low Strain

(b) High Strain DN Samples with IGCs

(c) High Strain DN Samples without IGCs
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Fig. 5.5 – (a) DN samples at low strain, the filler is stretched along the direction
of the uniaxial pull. Frame (b) Fracture in DNs with IGC (ξ = 1) and
DNs with no IGC (ξ = 0). (d) Number of bonds broken is plotted against
the box size. Exponent measure dimension of the fracture plane. (e) The
number of bridges also scales by a factor of three as the system size is
increased.

Finally, in Figure 5.5(d) we present preliminary evidence for the dimension of
the fracture plane in DNs. We perform a simple system size scaling, which
suggests that the number of active bridges (disregarding primary loops and
dangling ends) scales with the system size L with an exponent 3.0. The scaling
of the total number of bonds broken during the experiment is not quite as
evident, but our results indicate a power between 2 and 2.5, consistent with
the expectation that there is a perfect fracture plane. If the exponent is 2.0
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then, that would mean a perfect fracture plane. However, fracture in DN is not
necessarily localised, because the filler bonds break throughout the material.

5.4 Discussion
An unloaded loosely crosslinked polymer matrix is mechanically toughened by
inserting a highly crosslinked, pre-stretched polymer filler into it. Such two
component materials, have a higher fracture energy than single component
material. This strategy has been used to toughen two types of materials:
elastomers and hydrogels. They essentially have a similar network structure,
but different affinities towards water. Hydrogels are mostly composed of water,
while elastomers are solely composed of nonhydrated elastic networks. Since
our model focuses on the dependence of mechanics on the network architecture,
the results of this work are applicable to both elastomers and hydrogels.
Nakajima and coworkers [11] argued that inter-network connections are
crucial for toughening hydrogels. Within the elastomer community, there is still
speculation on the existence of such inter-network connections. Even though
special synthesis pathways have been designed to avoid such connections [15],
a small fraction of them are inevitable between the pre-stretched filler and soft
dense matrix.
Our main purpose was to design a physics-based numerical model with
chain-level descriptions of fracture in double network materials. The key goal
was to investigate if the mechanical behaviour changed in presence of internetwork connections (IGCs). In order to do so, we prepared samples with varying concentration of IGCs that connected the networks and uniaxially strained
each variety to obtain their stress-strain behaviour. From the analysis of the
results, we argue that IGCs essentially act as excess crosslinks.
Already polymer chain entanglements, within the matrix and between the
filler and matrix bridges make double networks stiffer to deformation, in comparison to single network systems. We observe this difference in the small
strain behaviour. This observation agrees with experimental work by Huang
and coworkers [126] for DN hydrogels.
As we introduce IGCs, they alter the density of bridge lengths in the filler
and matrix. IGCs create into more active bridges that can carry more load.
Thus, higher probability of ξ, results in an increased load before onset of failure.
In 2016, Matsuda and coworkers [159] argued that the molecular structure
of the filler controls the macroscopic yielding phenomenon observed in DN
hydrogels. They argue that the yield stress is determined by the area density
of the filler. The increasing density of polymer bridges due to more IGCs
contribute to the higher yield stress noticed in the stress-strain behaviour.
Additionally, on the basis of the fracture pattern of double network systems,
we speculate that IGCs increase local connectivity between floppy parts of the
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networks. This work highlights the differences in fracture in presence of IGCs.
It is clear from the evolution (with strain) of the number of broken bonds
in each generation, that IGCs control the fracture profile. Depending on the
concentration of IGC, the system responds to the applied stress more quickly
by breaking more bonds. Damage propagates like an avalanche in DN types
with high concentration of IGCs. On the other hand, with pre-stressed filler
and no IGCs, bears a lower load but is capable of handling much larger strain
deformation. Fracture is more diffusive, breaking the filler first and then the
matrix.
We recommend a quantitative investigation into the spatial correlation of
the bond breakage is required to comment on this matter more conclusively. We
have surveyed several trajectories of DN samples breaking, from a preliminary
visual inspection speculate that fracture is more distributed (spread across the
sample) in presence of IGCs. Thus, to conclude, by degree of inter-network
connections influence the overall brittleness and yield stress of the material. It
maybe explored as a modality to tune these network properties as well.
Current theories to predict and describe damage in double networks are
not built to include coupling between networks. As we have shown IGCs influence fracture, so elastomer damage models like Lake-Thomas [33], described in
Chapter 2 falls short. This work strongly suggests that propagation of cracks in
elastomers and gels will be influenced by the presence of such extra crosslinks.
Crack in DNs don’t follow a perfect plane of damage and theory must account for this possibility in order to make robust predictions for multi-network
failure.
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Chapter 6
Coarse-grained fracture simulations of homogeneous multi-network models
A new way to generate space filling polymer networks is presented in this
chapter. By making use of a generalization of classical vertex models,
self-avoiding closed loop polymer chains are created that are crosslinked
to form distinct networks. This method allows precise control over the
random-walk statistics, chain length, crosslink density, and stress-state
of individual networks. Further, the multiple interpenetrated network
configurations that are created from this method and the systems are relaxed off-lattice using coarse-grained molecular dynamics. Furthermore,
characteristics like pre-stress and intergenerational crosslinks are added
to assess their effect on mechanics. Simulations reproduce the experimentally observed behaviours like a second-phase of hardening in double
network elastomers when filler pre-stress is changed. On the basis of
this numerical model we argue that pre-stress plays a crucial role in the
stress-strain behaviour observed in double network materials.

The contents of this chapter is in preparation for publication as
Fracture simulations of homogeneous multi-network models
Anwesha Bose and Wouter G. Ellenbroek
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6.1 Introduction
Crosslinked polymer networks are either stiff or tough, but usually not both.
This is because their fracture toughness is inversely proportional to the square
root of the Young’s modulus [160]. However, double network elastomers are
able to overcome this correlation by incorporating a sacrificial filler network,
which delays fracture in the matrix, while making the material more stiff. See
Figure 1.1 for reference.
This chapter introduces a fresh method to generate dense, space filling
multi-network polymer starting configurations, which are then equilibrated using Molecular Dynamics (MD). In Chapter 5, we initialised the double network
(DN) configurations using a modified self-avoiding random walk (m-SAWR)
scheme. That method allowed precise control over the structure of individual networks and their properties such as the degree of stretch, the crosslink
density and the chain length. That generation protocol is quick and efficient,
and allows us to replicate percolating and crosslinked double network polymer
structures.
While the m-SAWR method is powerful and flexible, it is unable to generate
highly dense space filling polymer networks with long linear chains. Quite
simply put, the walkers are unable to complete chain creation as they get
increasingly stuck on the lattice, unable to find free lattice sites to visit. For
example, in a periodic box of linear size L = 30, attempts to generate long chains
(N > 500) and higher step lengths (α ≥ 8) fails almost always as the walkers
get stuck because none of the neighboring sites on the lattice is available for
visit. The problem is most prominent during the polymerization of the second
network. Thus, our m-SAWR is not a very efficient approach to generate
dense polymer configurations, let alone configurations that fill space completely
homogeneously. The relevance of space filling networks is obvious from the
protocol of Millereau and coworkers [15]: they dry their samples to get rid
extra solvent, resulting in a material that is nearly 100% polymer.
To address this, we introduce another approach that is able to create space
filling and crosslinked networks. We can create large multi-network polymer
systems (106 bonds and atoms and above) with precise control over the network
geometry, crosslink density and stress state of each network. The system size
is coupled to the size of the lattice, so in principle we can always use a bigger
box and fill up the network with space filling polymers. The method generates
polymer configurations from a 3D three-color vertex model using a mapping
that we will detail below. The method intrinsically allows to generate multinetwork structures when no difference in stress state between the components is
desired. We also present an additional feature to address the case in which two
or more components are in a different stress state. As far as we know, there
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is no model currently available that allows control of all these parameters.
Different components can be stressed individually by geometric modifications,
instead of making changes to fundamental properties of the polymer like rest
length [36].
The initial network configuration generated this way is then transformed
into a coarse-grained bead-spring representation, relaxed off-lattice using MD
and extended uniaxially to study its mechanical properties, similar to the procedure followed in the previous chapter.
X. Zhao [4, 34] summarises in his articles the general principles to make
soft materials tough. Gels and rubbers can be made tough by enhancing the
available ways to dissipate energy during deformation. In this chapter, we
conduct a stepwise analysis, asking (i) why do double networks constitute a
superior strategy to make soft materials tougher? (ii) how do covalent connections between the networks in DNs control their mechanical behaviour? And
finally, (iii) how will the mechanics change when the degree of pre-stress in the
filler is varied?
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 introduces the vertex model
principles, our colourful adaptation of it to build the initial (multi)network configurations. Section 6.2.1 and Section 6.2.2 summarises the way to map multinetwork polymers from the lattice after running the vertex model protocols
and the MD interactions and uniaxial extension protocol. Finally, we present
the simulation results pertaining to fracture of single- and double- network in
the Section 6.3, followed by a discussion in Section 6.4.

6.2 On-Lattice Generation: Space filling Curves
To generate space-filling networks we turn to vertex models, a class of widely
used statistical physical models for which many exact results have been obtained [161]. These models are extensions of the original work by Lieb on
the so-called square ice model [162]. This is a lattice model constructed to
clarify the residual entropy of ice at low temperatures, in which each bond on
a square lattice is given an arrow representing the directionality of hydrogen
bonding, and valid configurations must satisfy the ice rule that each lattice
site (oxygen atom) has two inward and two outward pointing arrows (donates
and and accepts two hydrogen bonds) [162, 163]. The most well-known 2D
generalization of the square ice model is the six-vertex model [161, 164]. Here,
we will introduce only the aspects of this model that we need for our space
filling curve generation method. Further details on these models are beyond
the scope of this thesis and can be found in Ref. [161]. The six-vertex model is
a good departure point to understand the general design of vertex models. The
description of this method is inspired by [165]. The six-vertex model describes
a square lattice where the edges between the nodes have a directionality: every
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Fig. 6.1 – All the allowed configurations around the central node in a six-vertex
model. These exhaust the local configurations satisfying the 2-in, 2-out
rule.

edge points from one node to another. The governing rule is that at each node
there must be two edges pointing inward (towards the node) and two pointing away. When we count the number of local configurations of arrows that
satisfy the governing rule, only the six configurations shown in Figure 6.1 are
allowed, hence the name six vertex model. Because each arrow connects two
nodes, sampling valid configurations of this model is non trivial, particularly
if ergodicity and detailed balance have to be maintained. However, algorithms
that are able to sample all configurations have been developed (see Ref. [164]
and references therein). While swapping a single arrow always leads to an invalid conformation, these algorithms are based on finding sets of simultaneous
arrow swaps that map one valid configuration to another. This process can be
repeated as many times as needed to sample the ensemble of valid configurations. In our application, we use this to randomize the space filling curves that
represent our polymers.
To see how to do this, we first describe the simple long-loop algorithm.
Instead of directed edges (in or out) in our adaptation we pick colors. In 2D, we
assign each edge to be either red or blue. The governing rule remains the same:
each node must have two red and two blue edges. This two-color model on the
square lattice is an exact mapping of the original six-vertex model [165, 166].
Figure 6.2 illustrates 2D periodic cubic-lattice initialised such all the edges
along the horizontal direction are red and those along the vertical direction
are blue. This initial condition is a valid color-vertex configuration. To find a
new configuration we first create a defect. Any node is chosen at random, say
i (the starting node in Figure 6.2), and one of its two red edges is transformed
into a blue edge. This creates a defect at node i and the neighbour node, j
since there are too many blue edges. Without correcting the defect at node i,
we correct the defect at j by transforming one of the excess blue edges (not
the one that was flipped at the previous step, but otherwise randomly chosen)
to a red edge. The defect at node j is fixed, but the defect shifts to node k.
The long-loop algorithm amounts to repeating this process until it returns to
node starting node i, at which point the governing rule is once again satisfied.
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“Revisit Node (l)”
“Starting Node (i)”
k
j

Fig. 6.2 – The short-loop modification is illustrated on a 2D lattice. The travelling
defect has to only revisit a node which was previously visited (marked as
Revisit Node).

Thus, the long-loop algorithm, described in Figure 6.3, requires a randomwalk like process to return exactly to its starting point, which is painstakingly
time consuming in big systems, already in two dimensions. In infinite systems,
it is known that two-dimensional random walks are recurrent: they always
return to their starting point. However, the average return time is infinite [167].
Our systems are finite with N lattice sites, which for a normal random walk
would reduce the average return time to N , but the trajectories of the loop
algorithm are not quite equivalent to random walks and numerically it has been
shown in two dimensions that the return time scales as N 0.83 [164]. In three
dimensions, random walks in infinite systems are transient: they have a finite
probability of not returning to their starting point. Still, in our finite system
they will always return after an average time of order N . We have not tested
if the three-dimensional case also features a reduced scaling exponent like the
two-dimensional case.
This is where the faster short-loop algorithm comes in [164, 168, 169]. This
algorithm dictates that instead of continuing to transform edge colors until the
search is back to the starting node i, the flips continue until the search arrives
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Fig. 6.3 – 2D schematic of the color-vertex algorithm with long-loop implementation
to find new configurations that satisfy the rules. However for large system
sizes, especially in the 3-D case, long-loop is very slow to converge. To
recapitulate, a coloured edge (red) is picked at random, marked here by
the dashed edge in (2) and the colour is flipped to blue. The defect (in
bright green) moves through the grid, and another edge at this new site is
flipped (3). The process is repeated till the node where the flipping began
in (1) is revisited (6). The polymer is mapped from the final lattice, where
the coloured edges have rearranged themselves. As a matter-of-fact in a
small system like this short-loop and long-loop algorithms yield the same
result.

at any node, say l, which was already visited before. The wandering defect at
node l is corrected by the revisit. The defect at i still remains. This is then
cancelled by reversing the color change for the edges between i and l to their
original color. In the context of random walk theory, we now only require the
random walkers to visit any site twice, rather than having to visit the starting
point twice. In the two-dimensional case, it has been shown that the number
of steps needed to construct a loop using short-loop algorithm tends to 13.1,
independently of system size, a massive improvement over the long-loop scaling
of N 0.83 . We have not measured the statistics of the short-loop algorithm for
our three dimensional model, but note that it performed well enough for our
purposes, as the time needed for the MD parts of our simulations was much
longer than the time needed to generate the configurations.
The short-loop algorithm allows efficient sampling of valid configurations.
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In our colored mapping of the six-vertex model, each configuration then consists
of two sets of closed curves. Both the blue and the red curve individually visit
every lattice node exactly once.
In our three dimensional version, on a simple cubic lattice, each node has
6 edges instead of 4. Since we still want to interpret the configurations as sets
of curves, we now introduce three possible values for each bond. With three
values, arrows do not suffice, and colors are a natural choice. We stress that
the model is no longer a model for ice — it is a three dimensional generalization
of the square ice model that we employ to make space filling sets of curves.
Thus, we use three colors: red, blue and black edges. The governing rule is
extended as well. Now, all the nodes must have two edges of each color. The
short-loop algorithm is used to find valid configurations. A node is selected
randomly and its red edge is flipped to a different color (that is not red). This
introduces a defect at two neighbouring sites. Now at the next site, there are
too many edges of one of the colors. One of them is chosen at random and
flipped. Note that we ensure that the edge that was already flipped in last step
is not picked again. So this ensures that the defect keeps moving forward and
it not resolved close to the starting point. The algorithm continues until one
of the nodes is revisited. The initial defect is removed by reverting the edges
to the original color.
Practically, we use the method to randomize the colored bonds while satisfying the constraint. Each run starts from a fully ordered set of bonds that
trivially satisfies the constraint: All bonds along the x-axis are red, along the
y axis blue, and along the z-axis black. An important question remains; when
do we stop the short-loop iterations? In this work, we stop it when it is disordered enough. In particular, we stop the search as coloured edges redistribute
such that the fraction of finding an edge of particular color along all axes is
a 1/3. This metric ensures that the bond directions are now isotropic. Once
this criterion is satisfied, we convert the current configuration into a polymer
model.
6.2.1 Mapping Multi-network Systems Using Colors
Long closed self-avoiding loops of polymer chains can be formed by connecting
lattice sites along edges of chosen color. Connected polymer chains can be
created by joining sites along edges assigned color red. Since every site has
exactly 2 red edge, each bead at a lattice site gets two bonds. In the mSAWR method, the chains has controllable length since we always set the
degree of polymerization for every walker that was initiated on the lattice. In
this method, the chain can be controlled directly. The chains are created after
the iterations stop. One possible way of ensuring a certain chain length can be
introducing crosslinks at predetermined locations. With this basic mapping,
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(a)

(b)

Single Network

Double Network

Fig. 6.4 – Schematic representation of (a) single network with crosslinks and, (b) double network (each generation denoted by red and blue respectively) springbead model. Regular intra-network crosslinks are marked in green and
inter-network crosslinks are green beads with orange outline.

several types of polymeric systems can be constructed:
(i) Polymer Melt: Mapping all red edges to polymeric bonds gives a dense
(space filling) melt of ring polymers.
(ii) Single Network: Turning a small fraction of the black edges into polymeric bonds will create a polymer network in which the bridges come
from the red curves while the crosslinks are provided by the selected
black edges. This is illustrated in Figure 6.4.
(iii) Double Network: Mapping all red and all blue edges to polymeric bonds
gives a double set of space filling curves (each node has both a red and
a blue curve passing through it). In order to maintain control over how
much crosslinking there is between the red and blue curves, we create two
beads at each lattice node, one connecting the red bonds, and another
one connecting the blue bonds. When we take the model off-lattice later,
the beads will get a slight offset to reduce overlap artifacts.
This is the generic scheme to create networks with up to three generations interpenetrated into each other. Experimental evidence [2, 15] on multi-network
elastomers suggests the presence of intergeneration crosslink (IGCs) that covalently connect the different networks in double, triple or quadruple network
elastomers. IGCs result from chain-transfer reactions [151] during free-radical
polymerization of acrylate monomers with diacrylate crosslinks. Recent advances in visualisations with mechanochemistry [28] and quantitative analysis
of stress distributions in polymer networks suggest their presence. Thus, like
in the previous Chapter 5, we continue to investigate the the role of IGCs on
the mechanical behaviour of dense multi-network systems.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.5 – Single and double network polymer systems are shown respectively. There
are 64,000 beads/bonds in each simulation box. Each box has periodic
boundary conditions.

It is possible to incorporate this feature in our scheme by creating additional
bonds between pair of regular beads (non-crosslink sites) that are spatially close
to one another. Figure 6.4(b) shows such IGCs, shared between the red and
blue network.
The final feat is to create systems with in-homogeneously pre-stressed networks, i.e. interpenetrating or interconnected double network samples where
the one network is pre-stressed while the other remains unstretched. This is
done by generating two separate networks on different grid sizes: L1 and L2,
such that L1 > L2. The network mapped from the smaller grid is up-scaled to
fit the bigger grid by multiplying the coordinates by a rational factor of L1
L2 ,
which becomes the swelling ratio (SwellR). The smaller network is pre-stressed
and also space fills the bigger box.
Thus, in summary, we generate many different initial configurations from
the 3-color vertex grid:
1. Single network systems.
2. Double network systems with and without IGCs.
3. Double network systems with pre-stressed filler and no IGCs.
6.2.2 Off-Lattice Relaxation: Molecular Dynamics Protocol
We use the same relaxation and fracture protocol as described in Chapter 5.
There are a few modifications which we will highlight here. The initial onlattice configuration is converted into a bead-spring model which is relaxed
using Molecular Dynamics on LAMMPS [79]. The non bonded beads interact
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with the WCA potential [91], and the covalent bonds between adjacent beads
are modelled by a simple harmonic potential. The networks are thus composed
of spherical beads connected by springs inside a periodic simulation box. We
use an additional energy minimization step by the default conjugate gradient
(CG) algorithm to ensure that beads do not overlap. The input configuration is
first relaxed at constant volume (NVT), followed by relaxation under constant
pressure (NPT) with a Nosé-Hoover thermostat and barostat. The  appearing
in the repulsive pair potential is our unit of energy, and we set σ = 0.9, and
temperature T = 1.0 (naturally expressed in units of /kB , where kB is the
Boltzmann constant). The chains represent ideal flexible linear polymers with
spring constant kbond = 50.0/(r0 )2 and equilibrium bond length at r0 ≡ 1
(our unit of length). The samples are relaxed, until the pressure and the
temperature stabilise close to 0.0 and 1.0, respectively. Figures 6.5(a) and
(b) show examples of equilibrated single and double network systems with
crosslinks. We do not initialise any crack in the sample. We set a new timestep
for the fracture part, dt = 0.001τ . During every deform step, the box lengths
along x and y respond to the change in the dimensions along the z axis using
NPT conditions. We deform the box after every 5000 steps, in order to relax
the chains deformed by the external strain and run the bond breaking fix once
every 10000 simulation steps. We run for 108 timesteps and the maximum
stretching strain is 10.0. Instead bonds are allowed to break when the spring is
extended beyond the threshold value rmax = 1.9 by the bond/break command
in LAMMPS.

6.3 Results
The vertex algorithm finds new configurations until this anisotropy has been
removed. Figure 6.6(a) shows that with every fresh iteration the edges are
swapped and new configurations are found. The fraction of red edges along
x-axis decreases; and we continue iterating until the system is isotropic. The
number of iterations required depends with the system size. Figure 6.6(b)
plots the minimum number of short-loop iterations on the lattice required to
break anisotropy. This scales with an exponent of 3.5. This is reasonable in
three-dimension, since as the system size grows the number of edges also grow
by a factor 3. The first passage time provides an estimate for the anisotropy
parameter to equilibrate. This is our criterion for the configuration to be
sufficiently randomized.
After iterating the 3-color algorithm, we first create single network polymers. The networks are relaxed (as shown in Figure 6.7(b)) and fractured by
pulling on them. Figure 6.7(a) shows the number of bonds broken in such
systems. There is no clear fracture plane. Bonds break throughout the sample, which is inside a periodic simulation box. However, for different system
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Fig. 6.6 – (a) The parameter measures the fraction of red edges along the x-axis.
As vertex algorithm finds new configurations, the colored edges rearrange,
breaking the symmetry in the initial lattice. These curves collapse onto
a single curve with the exponent = −1.15. (b) The estimate of minimum
iterations required to equilibrate the parameter.

sizes L = 8, 16, 20, 32, 40, when we plot the total number of bonds broken, we
find that it scales with an exponent of df = 2.5. There is no stress concentration during the fracture test, force chains continuous form and rapture. This
behaviour is similar to what we find in our previous work on elastomers 5.
We now turn to fracture of double network samples with unstressed networks that are either (i) just entangled or (ii) connected by IGCs. There is
no difference in the stress state of both the components and each network has
equal number of crosslinks. The only parameter that we vary is the concentration of inter-generation crosslinks between the two networks. This parameter
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Number of Broken Bonds
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(b)

strain = 0

strain = 100%

strain = 250%
Fig. 6.7 – Single network samples are equilibrated and fractured. (a) The number of
bonds broken for single network samples (with equal crosslink density) of
varying sizes: L = 8, 16, 20, 32, 40. An ensemble of 50 networks is used for
each size to make the statistics. (b) Snapshots from the tensile test.

is systematically varied between 0 − 2% of the volume of the total beads in
the network. Figure 6.8(a) shows the true stress plotted against the uniaxial extension and Figure 6.8(b) are the number of bonds broken in each case.
Intergeneration crosslinks, in absence of preferential pre-stress influences: (i)
onset of strain-stiffening, (ii) peak yield stress, (iii) onset of failure.
When there are no or few IGCs, double network samples are able to sustain
higher strains. In Figure 6.8(b) (indicated by red and brown lines), fewer bonds
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break and the wider plateau in the stress-strain curve means that there is no
cascade of broken bonds.
As IGCs are introduced between the networks, the number of active load
bearing bridges also increases. These bridges are able to carry more load during
tensile extension– which we see in the stress-strain curve. Thus, the yield stress
increases with the concentration of IGCs. We also note that more bonds break
in networks with a higher concentration of IGCs, as seen in Figure 6.8(b).
When we map the broken bonds to their host network, we find no particular
pattern. There is no preferential breaking from either generation of network.
In Figure 6.8(d), we show that as the network is extended, the bonds break
from both networks, regardless of whether there are IGCs or not. The bonds
from the filler break across the sample, and we do not observe any preferential
crosslink-breaking during the simulations.
The picture sketched by Figure 6.8(c), that adding IGCs to a double network, while keeping the number of crosslinks the same makes the material
stiffer—is in itself not a surprise. In order to ascertain if double networks are
truly different, and in what sense they give an advantage, we compare the
stress-strain behaviour of DN samples to SN samples, with the same overall
crosslink density and density of bridges. Figure 6.9(a-b) explains that indeed,
interpenetrating networks, is a potent strategy to toughen materials. At shorter
extensions, the stiffness of SN and DN is comparable. In absence of pre-stress,
there is no distinction between the networks in DN samples. Both networks
are equally relaxed and crosslinked; and act as a single network. Similarly,
SN samples are also not preconditioned with pre-stress. The distinction is
manifested at large strains when the DN samples outlive SN samples. DN
samples have a higher yield stress, and full fracture occurs at larger strains.
This is clearly depicted in Figure 6.9(a), where the DN samples, with or without IGCs, have a higher yield stress and break much later. In an article by
[170], authors Wang and Hong propose a model for partial damage in DN gels.
They speculate that parts of the filler network breaks and forms stiff islands.
These islands are local reinforcement agents that enhance the entanglements
between chains and dissipate more energy. We think that such a mechanism
might be at play in these systems as well. Even though in the current DN, neither network component is selectively pre-stressed, parts of the network break
and create topological constrains within the remaining stretched chains. This
kind of description has been presented in case of DN gels, especially in context
of necking phenomenon [171], where the expectation is that the broken chain
fragments can further break and allow better energy dissipation.
We don’t observe the difference in stiffness between DN and SN samples
at small strains. Both have the same crosslink density, and thus on average
– they have similar bridge statistics–like bridge contour length and number of
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Fig. 6.8 – (a) True stress is plotted against strain as DN samples are uniaxially extended. The system size, crosslink density and chain flexibility in each network is kept identical, but the amount of intergeneration crosslinks (IGCs)
are varied from 0% to 2% of the system size. (b) More bonds break as
the number of IGCs is increased. IGCs enable the stresses to percolate
through the entire system leading to more bonds breaking. (c) IGCs influence strain-stiffening, as they act as excess crosslinks. (d) Bonds break
from either generation of network without any bias.

bridges. we know that the energy contribution from entanglements is proportional to number of monomers (the degree of polymerization) between entanglements [55]. Since the the number of monomers between entanglements is
similar in both SN and DN, there is no distinction in the stiffness.
In actual synthesis of multi-network elastomers as explained by Ducrot et
al., the crosslink density in the filler and matrix is very different. As a result,
the bridges in the filler and matrix are also different. The filler bridges are
much shorter and stiffer due to the high crosslink density, while those in the
matrix are much longer since the crosslink density is low.
Huang et al. [126] explained that entanglements are important since they
are responsible for the enhanced stiffness of DN gels. Ducrot et al. [149] also
made similar conclusions for multi-network elastomers, where they stated that
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Fig. 6.9 – (a) Stress versus strain behaviour of single network samples with varying
amount of crosslinks, exactly same as those in the DN samples reported
in Figure 6.8. (b) Comparing the behaviour of SN (dashed lines) with DN
samples (solid lines) with the same number of total crosslinks.

the small strain stiffness of the material is attributed to the entanglement
density in the matrix network. Our simulations in the previous chapter 5, also
agree with these experiments– that chain entanglements from the matrix make
double network materials stiffer.
Entanglements constitute additional topological constraints along the entire chain. In the phantom network model [142], stresses in the network are
transmitted through the ends, but in networks with entanglements also transmit stresses through these topological constraints [55]. Thus, we want to em103
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equilibrated sample
at zero deformation

strain = 200%

strain = 500%
Fig. 6.10 – Introducing a sacrificial network: Blue network is pre-stressed. The network breaks first while the red network remains almost intact.

phasise that this heterogeneity in crosslink density: big difference in crosslink
density between filler and matrix, is a desirable feature to make DNs much
stiffer than SNs.
Thus, from entangled DNs we learn that:
(i) Chain entanglements enhances the toughness of DNs.
(ii) Covalently connected networks are stiffer than networks that are only
entangled.
(iii) The yield stress rapidly increases with increasing concentration of IGCs,
since more load carrying bridges in added to the system.
(iv) IGCs assist in stress transfer between networks and in this way controls
the propagation of damage through the system.
The next question that we want to investigate is the influence of embedding
pre-stressed network into an unstressed matrix. We made a conscious choice to
keep the same crosslink density in both filler and matrix. The filler is initially
constructed in a smaller grid size and then re-scaled to fit the matrix grid.
Because the crosslink density is same, the filler is composed of shorter polymer
bridges than those in the matrix.
Thus, a higher swelling ratio SwellR = L1/L2 and the bridge length of filler
are mutually inversely proportional.
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Fig. 6.11 – (a) Stress versus strain curve for DNs with varying swelling ratio of the
filler. (b) The total bonds broken in each category is plotted against the
strain. (c) DNs with pre-stretched filler: Bonds from the filler breaks first,
followed by those in the matrix. Last panel shows experimental results
for DN gels, nominal stress versus strain where similar mechanical trends
are also seen. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from [159]. Copyright
2016 American Chemical Society.

All the DN samples that we study with pre-stressed filler have no IGCs.
The components are purely entangled around each other. Upon extending
the samples, we observe that the filler always breaks first. By virtue of being
stretched out of equilibrium, the bonds break while the cracks are held together
by the matrix, which remains almost unbroken. This step-wise damage, in decoupled pre-stressed DN is illustrated in Figure 6.10(c). The bonds broken in
the filler are marked in blue, while the bonds broken in matrix are marked
in red. There is a clear delay in the tensile stresses affecting the matrix, as
compared to the case when there is no pre-stress separating the two networks.
pre-stress is responsible for preferential rapture of bonds in the system (compare Figure 6.8(d) and Figure 6.11(c)). The sacrificial network stretches and
fails, while the matrix survives to keep the material together until very high
strain values. Even after deforming by a factor of 10, the DNs with higher filler
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Fig. 6.12 – (a) We plot the normalised area under the stress-strain curve of DN
samples shown in Figure 6.8(a), where excess IGCs are added to the
network. The area under the curve increases with the concentration of
IGCs after a certain point, IGCs can lead to an cascading failure in the
network. (b) We plot the normalised area under the stress-strain of DN
samples with swollen fillers shown in Figure 6.11(a). The area under the
curve rises with the Swell Factor.

pre-stress are hardly broken.
The polymer bridges have finite extensibility, which we do not explicitly
take into account. Other simulations [156, 157] use FENE bonded potentials.
We use a force criterion to break the bonds to approximate the trends that
works qualitatively. However in order to make precise quantitative predictions
about damage propagation, the force thresholds must be set to represent the
best possible estimate for bond disassociation energy in multi-network elastomers which, only recently, was provided by Craig and coworkers [172].
In Figure 6.11(a) we plot the true stress of the pre-stressed samples and
compare it to the unstressed DN sample (indicated in red). Higher value of
SwellR means that there is greater heterogeneity in the stress-states between
the filler and matrix. The pre-stressed filler is stretched by stronger tensile
forces, while the matrix remains hardly loaded.
The pre-stressed filler delays the onset of rigidity in the matrix– by breaking
first and dissipating energy. For ratios higher than 1.25, the stresses increase
almost linearly with the deformation of the sample. The overall stiffness is
much higher too. Thus, it is possible that pre-stress may also influence small
strain stiffness, something that was always attributed to chain entanglements.
We see an interesting feature for ratio 1.66– the stress rises and drops which
possibly indicates the breaking of the filler. This is then followed by a very
short phase when the stresses plateaus. Papers from Gong and coworkers have
also shown such trends, as shown in Figure 6.11 (right corner). We think this is
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when the second network begins to stretch along the direction of the extension,
but isn’t fully stretched yet.
The following phase is a second order hardening. This characteristics feature is missing if the swelling ratio is less than 1.3. The ensemble of samples
are can sustain lower strains, meaning that they completely rapture at strain
10.0 while the samples with higher swelling ratio are still intact. Hence, in this
way DNs with fillers that are highly pre-stressed tend to be less brittle than
those with fillers with high pre-stress. This kind of dependence between degree
of pre-stress and toughness experimentally verified by Millereau et al..
Even though we have not simulated the cases where IGCs are included, we
think that this will influence the fracture behaviour and shift the onset of point
to smaller strain values.
Thus, from analysing networks with pre-stressed fillers, some of the key
takeaways are:
(i) Pre-stress also play a key role in small strain stiffness of DNs.
(ii) Pre-stress and no IGCs allow for step-wise network failure in DNs.
(iii) Higher degree of pre-stress delays fracture in matrix, thus the material
is more resilient to fracture.

6.4 Discussion
We have devised a new method to generate initial configurations of multinetwork elastomers where it is possible to control various network parameters
like chain lengths, crosslink density, degree of pre-stress and intergeneration
crosslink.
For the purpose of results in this chapter, we limited the study to smaller
systems with maximum size of 64000 atoms & bonds in case of single network
samples. Our proof-of-concept simulations show that the method to construct
the initial configuration is capable approach for generating up to three distinct
polymer networks within one system. The networks are by construction space
filling, thus avoiding the issues that affected our previous lattice based approach
with random walkers getting stuck. As described here, the configurations can
be used to study flexible polymers. The method can even be adapted to study
semi-flexible chains with a bending cost, by including nonzero energies in the
vertex model [165]. For the purpose of this chapter, we only focus on freelyjointed flexible chains to represent the elastomer.
Further, we use molecular dynamics to relax the network structure and
investigate the stress-strain behaviour of single and double network systems
for large strain values. We compare their fracture behaviour and conclude,
that interpenetrating two or more generations of networks is arguably a better
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way to improve stiffness and toughness of the crosslinked networks. Double
network elastomers are tougher than single networks because of contributions
from entanglements– which Rubenstein and Panyukov [55, 173] describe. To
know the distribution of entanglement lengths, a primitive path analysis can
be employed, which remains to be done after this work.
Having established the superior toughness of DNs, two parameters are
tuned. Firstly, IGCs are added between the networks and secondly, DNs are
embedded with fillers with varying pre-stress. We observe that both factors:
IGCs and pre-stress change the stress-strain behaviour of the DN elastomer
samples by altering the area under the curve.
As we have shown in results that IGCs act as excess crosslinks, facilitate
stress transfer between the networks, and control the large strain fracture response. Just as rubber elasticity described in Chapter 2 predicts, adding
more crosslinks increases the Young’s modulus, IGCs controls the degree of
strain-stiffening in DNs.
The next part of the puzzle is pre-stress. By introducing a differentially
swollen filler network into the elastic matrix, the overall mechanical response of
the bulk is modified. While, pre-stress influences the fracture toughness, we see
that the initial stiffness is also actively modified by it. While it is understood
that only entanglement density that makes DNs stiffer, we see evidence that
pre-stress can also play a role in this matter. This observation is not in line with
the experiments, and further numerical investigation needs to be conducted to
ascertain its validity. The other effect is very clear– the swollen network always
breaks first, and the stresses fall as energy is dissipated in the system. If there
is no difference between the stress state of the networks, bonds break evenly
in both filler and matrix, regardless of whether IGCs connect the network or
not. Thus, by pre-stressing the filler, a sacrificial network is created.
Mechanical properties are highly sensitive to the degree of pre-stress. Experiments by Millereau et al. [15] show, that if the swelling ratio is too low (less
than 1.3) the material is soft and brittle. Our simulations also numerically confirm this hypothesis. However by ramping up the pre-stress in the filler classic
nonlinear signatures like necking and a second phase of hardening is noticed.
These phenomenons are noticed experiments by Gong and coworkers [10] and
simulations [36], and is a first in of elastomers at the chain level.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Outlook
This chapter recapitulates the scientific aims explored in this work and
summarises the main conclusions our computational models have allowed
us to draw. We also provide some further directions for subsequent research.
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7.1 Summary
The mechanical properties of polymer-based materials are controlled by the
geometry and topology of the internal network. In particular, this thesis has
focused on the mechanical behaviour of polymeric materials in which the microscopic network of polymer chains is preconditioned with a pre-stress: tensile and compressive forces that stretch or compress the chains away from
their reference original lengths. Such forces appear within the network without any external deformation and are known to influence the bulk properties
of the materials [27, 130]. One such class of pre-stressed materials are the
multi-network elastomer in which multiple, distinct polymer networks, possibly interconnected, occupy the same space while one is pre-swollen. We have
explored the mechanical response of the double network sub-type by means
of three dimensional numerical models, focusing on modeling recent advances
on tough elastomers in a way that identifies some of the relevant topological
features of these double networks.
While this work has been inspired by experiments conducted on elastomers,
the concept of polymer networks under the influence of internal stresses is
far more generic and can be applied to many polymer-based materials with
network-like architectures. Therefore, the conclusions in this chapter and those
in the entire thesis apply to a broad range of polymeric materials. We did not
limit ourselves to the study of multi-network elastomers, but also investigated
two-dimensional spring networks, which provide a more fundamental view on
the effects of pre-stress on mechanics. We show, that rigidity and mechanical
(in)stability arise in concert with tensile and compressive forces in the network.
Chapter 3 is discusses the onset of rigidity in marginally connected networks
and its connection to the emergence of force networks, while Chapter 4 investigates free-standing frames and determines the changes in linear and nonlinear
mechanical response as bond forces were tuned during shearing experiment.
Let us now summarise the main conclusions in each of these chapters, while
sketching some further directions of research.

7.2 Conclusions and Outlook
Chapter 3 discusses the Maxwell rigidity criterion and States of Self Stress
(SSS) in the context of polymeric network architectures. We lay out the foundations: depending on the average connectivity of a network, they can be
divided into three categories: underconstrained, isostatic and overconstrained.
In this chapter we explore the pre-stress-dependent mechanics of the Mikado
model [24]. This model, when considered as spring networks without bending
interactions, is underconstrained and floppy upon construction, and develops a
finite shear modulus upon shearing. This strain-induced stiffening phenomenon
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has been numerically proven, and theoretically explained, by Vermeulen et
al. [131], to which the reader is referred for more detailed information. The
main contribution to this work that is highlighted in this thesis was to analyse
the geometrical and mechanical properties and performance of the original
network structure, which led to the conclusions that
• No SSS can be present in the Mikado model upon its creation. Hence,
the original Mikado model, by definition, produces only floppy networks.
• We provide an analytical proof that for every Mikado stick added to the
Mikado network, a floppy mode is created.
• Mikado networks without bending interactions become rigid under externally applied strain.
Chapter 4 builds upon our earlier numerical finding that only a single SSS
appears at the onset of rigidity in Mikado networks.
To examine in more detail the contribution of this single SSS in disordered
networks, we create in Chapter 4 an ensemble of finite and random spring
network frames are constructed by a geometric technique called Henneberg
moves [137]. These finite frames are already rigid to deformation and, by
explicit design, contain a single SSS, in analogy to what we found for the
Mikado network sheared past the critical strain for the onset of rigidity.
The Henneberg technique extends simple networks with a single SSS by
repeatedly adding more bonds and nodes. The technique guarantees that the
networks keep a single SSS and no floppy modes, and that all bonds participate
in the SSS. For every frame geometry, we tune the extent to which the SSS
is excited by changing the rest lengths of the bonds while keeping the node
positions fixed. Then, we test their linear and nonlinear mechanical properties
as a function of the level of pre-stress and conclude the following:
• In the case of affine shear deformation, the stresses in the network cannot
affect the moduli.
• Moduli can only change if the frame deforms nonaffinely. We conclude
that in frames where the internal network is pre-stretched exclusively by
tensile stresses, those nonaffine deformations are suppressed (become less
prominent with increasing pre-stress).
• Increasing the compressive and/or tensile forces on the internal network
can render frames unstable. The approach of the instability is marked
by both a decreasing modulus and increasing (possibly diverging) nonaffinity.
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• Going beyond linear properties, we showed that the destabilizing nature of compressive self-stresses leads to frames with rich energy-strain
profiles. These feature strain-induced rearrangements, corresponding to
jumps between configurational branches. Some of these show multiple
stable minima, with hysteretic behavior between them; others are initially metastable and snap to a single stable minimum after a sufficiently
large shear deformation.
Our work breaks ground for further investigations into the relationship
between distribution of bond lengths and self-stresses, and may ultimately
contribute to sound design principles to tune nonlinear behaviour in finite
frame-like structure, as a disordered version of the multistable metamaterial
design principles recently put forward by Iniguez-Rabago and coworkers [174].
All of this analysis can be extended to study randomised three-dimensional
structures with more than one SSS. Superposition of multiple SSS will have
its own unique influence on the mechanics of materials, which remains to be
studied.
This concludes the primary conclusions from Part II. In Part III, we focus on
multi-network elastomer composites. In Chapter 5, we build a coarse-grained
bead-spring model, based on a modified self-avoiding random walk method, to
better understand the stress-strain behaviour and fracture in the presence of
intergenerational crosslinks (IGCs) in double network elastomers. We construct
the equilibrium structure of the elastomers and subject the periodic simulation
box to uniaxial extension. From our simulations we conclude that:
• Pre-stress in the filler network makes the polymer bridges rigid. Statistically, they tend to break first and carry most of the tensile load during
uniaxial extension.
• IGCs in double network elastomers and gels are a result of the polymer
synthesis process. Based on our simulations we conclude that IGCs influence the mechanics. Depending on their concentration they increase
the amount of load that the material can carry before failure sets in.
• High concentration of IGCs allows for increased stress transfer between
networks, which can lead to a cascade of broken bonds. Purely entangled
networks with no IGCs can sustain higher strains as the matrix keeps the
material together, without breaking.
The self-avoiding random walk method used to generate initial network
configurations in Chapter 5 is unable to generate very dense, space-filling networks. To address this, we introduce a new method in Chapter 6, which efficiently generates initial configurations for polymeric networks with single, or
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multiple components. Our method is a lattice-based technique; different types
of polymer topologies (stretched, entangled and crosslinked) are generated and
relaxed off-lattice using molecular dynamics. The samples are fractured and
variables like intergenerational crosslinks and filler pre-stress are tuned in the
network. We draw the following conclusions:
• Double network systems, even without any difference in stress-state between the two networks, are mechanically tougher than single networks
with the same overall crosslink density. The additional mechanical enhancement is due to contributions from chain entanglements and our
hypothesis is that the fragmented chains act as local reinforcement.
• In samples with pre-stressed filler and no inter-network connections, fracture is a hierarchical process. The pre-stressed bonds tend to fail first
and followed by bonds in the matrix.
• The degree of tensile pre-stress in the network determines the fracture
toughness of the material. The simulations successfully reproduce a short
plateau (necking phase) followed by second phase of stiffening attributed
to the loading of the matrix, which sets in after the filler is almost completely broken.
Our simple models approximate the behaviour of elastomers when both
constituent networks are composed of the same chemical monomers. A possible extension to this model could be to introduce the differences in monomers
and reversible crosslinks in the network, as an additional approach for reinforcement.
We have used harmonic bonds to coarse-grain the polymer strands in our
fracture simulations. While this is physically very reasonable for highly coarsegrained systems in which each bead represents multiple Kuhn lengths of the
polymers, for more finely coarse-grained systems the finite extensibility of covalent bonds could be better described with FENE bonds [157]. Further analysis
will have to determine how much this affects our results. We expect that
comparing FENE to harmonic at constant network topology would, because
of the diverging force law of FENE bonds, give rise to more strain-stiffening
and perhaps more brittle fracture. However, we have no reason to expect that
our qualitative conclusions concerning intergenerational crosslinking would be
affected.
In future optimisations of multiple network composites, we expect that
these physics-based models will provide insights into the mechanical behaviour
of the materials. The stress-strain curves from both Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 provide strong evidence that IGCs influence the mechanical response of
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multi-network materials. They assist in the transfer of the applied force, and
improve the strength of the material. However we also showed that a high
concentration of IGCs can reduce the yield strain. Indeed, both experiments
and numerical models [11, 36] show that ductility of the material improves as
IGCs are suppressed.
We started with the hypothesis that pre-stressed fillers control the fracture
toughness in the multi-network composites; our simulations have confirmed
this intuition: the highest fracture toughnesses were obtained with the most
pre-stretched filler. Our findings agree well with the experimental findings
from Nakajima on hydrogels and Millereau on elastomers. Nakajima’s revised
description of fraction process in DN gels [171] states that almost all of the
load-bearing first network chains break completely, well below the yielding
strain. They also suggest that material damage incurred during fracture is
highly distributed. We also notice that bonds break throughout the system
and there is no clear fracture plane. Finally, we note that our findings concur
with the conclusion by Higuchi and coworkers [36], that the concentration of
the highly pre-stressed first network should not be too high if optimising the
toughness of the material is the goal.
Both IGCs and pre-stress are crucial to the multi-network problem and our
work suggests that these are essential ingredients that needs to be included in
future theoretical descriptions to successfully crack the damage problem.
Some obvious analysis remains to be done. For one, it will be important
to quantify the contribution of chain entanglements to the Young’s modulus,
and to characterize the spatial correlation among the bonds that are broken
during the fracture process. Experiments, with the aid of mechanophores, can
already see where the bonds break; and numerical estimation of the density of
entanglements and broken bonds will bring clarity to the experimental observations.
Bigger systems will need more computational power and time. Chain level
details like bond breaking and its relationship to the stress-stress hysteresis,
length of load carrying bridges, are crucial for designing physics-based models
that can guide the process of designing novel supramolecular elastomers with
controllable mechanical and optical properties [175, 176].
MD is one of the best possible way to do that. Having said that, fracture
simulations are time consuming experiments even with the high-end computational resources available to us. A recent work [177] performs coarse-grained
multi-network elastomer simulations with 500 chains of length 500. These system sizes are close to what we study in our work. Better performing parallel
code can yield faster results. By using the power of parallel computing bigger
systems can be analysed. LAMMPS’s GPU functions and HOOMD-Blue [178]
are good candidates for performing larger simulations.
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The ultimate goal is to expand the applications of the novel elastomers
that will benefit regular consumers. Elastic materials are here to stay, as
they are the building blocks of many futuristic applications like stretchable
electronics [6, 7] and soft robotics [148]. These soft and elastic materials are
capable of continuous deformations without any complex joints. They are
capable of adapting to complex human movement patterns and assume various
shapes without hindering the natural process. We are now at a time when
there is a paradigm shift in the way use our materials, with greater focus on
durability and sustainability. Hence, our approach to design better materials
will be an ongoing effort. Soft materials are ubiquitous, they appear in our food,
cosmetics, automobile products, and the future will see a continuous growth
of novel materials with rich properties. Strategies to design such materials are
being adopted from Nature or otherwise, and numerical models will play their
own crucial role in steering these endeavours from labs into people’s home.
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Appendix: Affine deformation with SSS
In this appendix, we demonstrate that, with our choice of spring constants
Yi
, and in free-standing frames, the effect of engaging the state of selfki = `eq,i
stress on the total energy of an affine deformation is independent of strain,
that is
E(Π) − E(0) = C(Π) .
The proof amounts to showing that both terms in Eq. (4.21) that depend on
the displacements of the nodes are proportional to the overall stress in the
frame, which is zero in free-standing frames since there are no external forces
acting on them. In general, the Cauchy stress tensor for these frames is
σαβ =

Π Nb
∑ `0,k tss,k n̂k,β n̂k,α
V k=1

(7.1)

with V the system volume. By definition it is zero for all values of Π, which
means the sum itself must equal zero. Note that nothing below assumes that
the displacements or the strains are small, so the result will be valid for nonlinear deformations.
The change in the length of any bond: δl = ` − `0 can be written as the
⃗ij is the displacement vector and r⃗i ,
displacement of the nodes that it joins. u
r⃗j are the position vectors to the ith and j th node such that: `0 n̂ = r⃗j − r⃗i
⃗ij = Λ ⋅ (⃗
u
rj − r⃗i ) − 12 (⃗
rj − r⃗i )
= (Λ − 12 ) ⋅ (⃗
rj − r⃗i )

(7.2)

where Λ is the displacement gradient tensor. The fact that we are considering
affine deformations corresponds to the application of this global tensor at the
level of individual bonds. Using Einstein notation,
⃗ij
u∥ = n̂ ⋅ u

(7.3)

= n̂α ⋅ (⃗
uij )β

(7.4)

= `0 (Λ − 12 )αβ n̂β n̂α
Thus, we can write the linear term (in u∥ ) in Eq. (4.21) as
Nb

Nb

∑ tss,k uk,∥ = (Λ − 12 )αβ ∑ `0,k tss,k n̂k,β n̂k,α
k=1

k=1

∼ (Λ − 12 )αβ σαβ ,
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(7.5)

which is zero in free-standing frames.
Secondly, consider the identity
⃗ij ⋅ u
⃗ij
u2∥ + u2⊥ = u

(7.6)

= `0 (Λ − 12 )µα n̂k,α `0 (Λ − 12 )µβ n̂k,β .
Using this identity, the quadratic term in Eq. (4.21) can be written as
Nb

∑(
k=1
Nb

tss,k
) (u2k,∥ + u2k,⊥ )
`0,k

= ∑(
k=1

(7.7)

tss,k
) `0 (Λ − 12 )µα n̂k,α `0 (Λ − 12 )µβ n̂k,β
`0,k
Nb

= (Λ − 12 )µα (Λ − 12 )µβ ∑ `0,k tss,k n̂k,α n̂k,β
k=1

∼ (Λ − 12 )µα (Λ − 12 )µβ σαβ .
Again, this term is zero for free-standing frames, completing the proof.
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(7.8)

Summary
Synthetic polymer-based materials are the building blocks of our modern world.
Unprocessed virgin materials composed only of polymers are often soft and
can typically be easily broken. Such weak materials have limited usefulness for
widespread industrial or direct consumer use, as they are subjected to constant
wear and tear. A common way to strengthen polymeric materials is to introduce fillers such as carbon- or silica-based particles. These serve to improve
their durability and increase their fracture toughness. By tuning the properties
of the filler, the final polymer-based composites show a variety of features that
suit the final requirements of the product that they are a part of. Essentially,
toughness is an extremely desirable feature in many industrial applications. In
recent times, with a steady rise in 3D printing methods, along with emerging
new fields of applications such as stretchable (wearable) electronics and soft
robotics, there is a need for materials that deform easily without breaking, i.e.,
materials that are both soft and tough.
Recently, scientists have successfully created soft and tough elastic composites. Broadly, these novel elastomers are composed of multiple interpenetrating
networks of polymer, without external fillers. The multi-network elastomers
show unprecedented mechanical strength while preserving their soft and elastic
response, a combination that has been a long-standing challenge in the field of
rubber chemistry.
The goal of the work presented in this thesis is to model, analytically and
numerically, the structure and mechanical properties of such elastomers in order to investigate the physical principles that make the bulk material tough.
We have been primarily motivated by the innovative experimental approaches
that have led to the development of the aforementioned tough elastomers.
The polymer architecture of multi-network materials provides a new route to
make elastomers with enhanced mechanical properties. These networks are
designed to be chemically identical, but with different degrees of pre-stretch
in their strands. This leads to inhomogeneous stresses between the different
components of the multi-network material. Experiments indicate that stress
inhomogeneity is crucial for the exquisite mechanical behaviour, though the
microscopic physics underlying their mechanics is not yet clear. In this thesis we explore the complex relationship between the network structure and
mechanics, especially when the network is preconditioned with stresses.
In the first part of the thesis, we examine how pre-stress affects the linear
and nonlinear response of two-dimensional model networks. We first introduce
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an analytical framework to study Mikado networks that connects stress and
deformation to the geometry of the network. Mikado networks are a special
class of marginally stable networks and we show that they can never possess
a state of self-stress upon creation. Furthermore, using geometric arguments
we construct freestanding frames with overconstrained topologies. Our frame
generation protocol allows us to directly probe the effects of self-stress in these
structures. We analyze numerically the linear and nonlinear responses of finite
frames with various levels of pre-stress, as they are subjected to simple shear,
pure shear and compression tests. The strain tests give access to hitherto unexplored nonlinear effects such as self-stress-induced bistability and hysteresis.
Our new predictions can be experimentally investigated in anisotropic metamaterials or origami-inspired structures, where internal stresses can be a modality
to tune their behaviour.
In the second half of the thesis, we focus on the mechanical properties of
tough multi-network elastomers. We employ three-dimensional coarse-grained
molecular dynamics simulations to predict the equilibrium microscopic structure of double network materials. Two new methods are developed to create
multiple generations of interpenetrated networks, consisting of heterogeneously
pre-stretched polymer chains connected by crosslinks. We investigate the rich
mechanical behaviour of the elastomers, with particular focus on how the stressstrain profile of the bulk material varies with different degrees of pre-stretch
and inter-network connections. We simulate an ensemble of double network
samples, equilibrate them and subject them to uniaxial strain tests until they
fail.
Indeed, our fracture simulations reveal that the stresses arising during large
deformations of the sample are distributed inhomogeneously over the generations of the network. The highly pre-stretched first generation network always
carries the maximum load and sacrifices itself to prolong the life of the material, in line with the experimental observations on these materials. This sort of
behavior has a direct impact on the fracture process and overall toughness of
the material. Secondly, the inter-network connections facilitate stress transfer
between the different generations of network. Samples with a higher number
of inter-network connections are able to sustain heavier loads but are more
brittle. Double network materials with fewer inter-network connections are
tougher, as the stresses are unable to percolate to the second network. In
other words, we find that inter-network connections and pre-stretch are essential control modalities for the properties of the bulk material. In the end, the
theoretical predictions in this work suggest promising microscopic design principles for the future of multi-network materials with controllable mechanical
properties.
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